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Abstract

The understanding and description of a scene, or more generally of a space, has always
been of great interest to the scientific community, as it is widely used in various fields.
Applications include: 3D reconstruction of monuments in the field of cultural heritage,
localisation for self-driving robots, video surveillance systems, consumer monitoring
systems in the field of retail.

In recent years, these approaches have been improved by systems based on Artificial
Intelligence, and specifically by using Machine Learning and Deep Learning methods.
These methods are becoming very successful thanks to the growing amount of data
made available by the scientific community, the development of innovative techniques,
and above all, thanks to the improvement of hardware systems, which have become
increasingly accessible and less expensive.

Part of the work of this thesis has been developed in collaboration with Politecnico
of Torino, Bruno Kessler foundation of Trento and Grottini Lab company. The aim
of this research is to improve the state of the art regarding all the aspects for Space
Undertanding, both static and dynamic.

The objectives and the contributions of this thesis reflect the research activities
performed in (i) the Point Cloud Semantic Segmentation of a space (ii) the Change
Detection on a dynamic scene, and (iii) the Person Re-Identification on realistic envi-
ronments.

In the first topic, a new deep learning method for semantic segmentation of point
clouds is described. The proposed approach uses additional discriminative features,
compared to the state of the art, to improve its learning and better discriminate the
various classes of a space. Subsequently, the approach has been improved by adding
handcrafted features, produced by experts in the field, and providing training enhance-
ments. Extensive experiments were carried out both in cultural heritage field and in-
door scenes. Finally, a framework based on generative approaches is proposed as
a data augmentation technique, in order to improve the performance on unbalanced
classes. The reliability of the proposed methods was evaluated on a novel dataset ac-
quired by experts in the field, and the results obtained showed that the effectiveness
of the methods outperformed the state of the art. In fact, the proposed DGCNN-
Mod increases the accuracy on the two test scenes of ArCH dataset by 26.86% and
4.37%, compared to the popular DGCNN. When handcrafted features are also added,
it achieves an increase of 28.44% and 6.21% on the same scenes.

In the second task, A mixed methodology between machine learning and deep learn-
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ing approaches is proposed for the Change Detection task. The presented method
exploits the extraction of visual and textual features, coming from the acquisition of
RGB images of a retail environment. The union of these features allows to train a final
classifier that will give an overall result about the state of the space. The reliability of
the proposed methods was investigated using a novel dataset validated by experts in
the field and by studying the behaviour of consumers. The results are interesting and
the proposed approach can be considered a good starting point to be improved in its
various parts.

In the third topic, it is presented an algorithm for person re-identification using rgb-d
video, with a top-view configuration, is presented. The proposed approach is designed
to work both in a closed world and in a more realistic open world environment. A
further improvement is made by integrating all the features made available by the data:
visual, spatial and temporal. The proposed method has been validated by acquiring
two new datasets of RGB-D video, validated by experts in the field, for both a retail
and a museum environment. The results obtained showed that the effectiveness of the
methods outperformed the state of the art approaches. In fact, the proposed TVOW
improves the accuracy on the new TVPR2 dataset by 2.72% and the accuracy on the
TVPR dataset by 0.45%.
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Sommario

La comprensione e la descrizione di una scena, o più in generale di uno spazio,
è sempre stata di grande interesse per la comunità scientifica, poiché è ampiamente
utilizzata in vari campi. Le applicazioni includono: Ricostruzione 3D di monumenti
nel campo dei beni culturali, localizzazione per robot a guida autonoma, sistemi di
videosorveglianza, sistemi di monitoraggio dei consumatori nel campo del Retail.

Negli ultimi anni, questi approcci sono stati migliorati da sistemi basati sull’intelligenza
artificiale, e in particolare utilizzando metodi di Machine Learning e Deep Learning.
Questi metodi stanno avendo molto successo grazie alla crescente quantità di dati
messi a disposizione dalla comunità scientifica, allo sviluppo di tecniche innovative e,
soprattutto, grazie al miglioramento dei sistemi hardware, che sono diventati sempre
più accessibili e meno costosi.

Parte del lavoro di questa tesi è stato sviluppato in collaborazione con il Politecnico
di Torino, la fondazione Bruno Kessler di Trento e la società Grottini Lab. Lo scopo
di questa ricerca è quello di migliorare lo stato dell’arte per quanto riguarda tutti gli
aspetti dello Space Undertanding, sia statici che dinamici.

Gli obiettivi e i contributi di questa tesi riflettono le attività di ricerca svolte in (i)
metodi di Point Cloud Semantic Segmentation di uno spazio (ii) sistemi di Change De-
tection su una scena dinamica, e (iii) approcci di Person Re-Identification su ambienti
realistici.

Nel primo tema di ricerca, viene descritto un nuovo metodo di deep learning per
la segmentazione semantica delle nuvole di punti. L’approccio proposto utilizza delle
feature aggiuntive, rispetto allo stato dell’arte, per migliorare il suo apprendimento
e discriminare meglio le varie classi di uno spazio. Successivamente, l’approccio è
stato migliorato aggiungendo feature handcrafted, prodotte da esperti del settore, e
permettendo un miglioramento nell’addestramento. Sono stati condotti esperimenti
approfonditi sia nel dominio dei beni culturali che nelle scene indoor. Infine, viene
proposto un framework basato su approcci generativi, come tecnica di data augmen-
tation, al fine di migliorare le prestazioni sulle classi sbilanciate. L’affidabilità dei
metodi proposti è stata valutata su un nuovo dataset acquisito da esperti del settore, e
i risultati ottenuti hanno mostrato che l’efficacia dei metodi supera lo stato dell’arte.
Infatti, la DGCNN-Mod proposta aumenta di 26,86% e 4,37% l’accuratezza sulle due
scene di test di ArCH dataset, rispetto alla popolare DGCNN. Aggiungendo anche le
feature handcrafted, raggiunge un aumento del 28,44% e 6,21% sulle stesse scene.

Nella seconda tematica, viene proposta una metodologia mista tra approcci di ma-
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chine learning e deep learning, per il compito di Change Detection. Il metodo pre-
sentato sfrutta l’estrazione di feature visive e testuali, provenienti dall’acquisizione di
immagini RGB dall’ambito del Retail. L’unione di queste caratteristiche permette di
addestrare un classificatore finale che darà un risultato complessivo sullo stato dello
spazio. L’affidabilità dei metodi proposti è stata studiata utilizzando un nuovo dataset
validato da esperti del settore, e studiando il comportamento dei consumatori. I risul-
tati sono interessanti e l’approccio proposto può essere considerato un buon punto di
partenza ed essere migliorato nelle sue varie parti.

Nel terzo tema di ricerca, viene presentato un algoritmo per la re-identificazione
delle persone utilizzando video rgb-d, con una configurazione top-view. L’approccio
proposto è progettato per funzionare sia in ambiente chiuso che in un ambiente aperto,
quindi più realistico. Un ulteriore miglioramento viene fatto integrando tutte le carat-
teristiche rese disponibili dai dati: visive, spaziali e temporali. Il metodo proposto è
stato validato acquisendo due nuovi dataset di video RGB-D, convalidati da esperti
del settore, sia nell’ambito del Retail che per un ambiente museale. I risultati ottenuti
hanno mostrato che l’efficacia dei metodi supera gli approcci allo stato dell’arte. In-
fatti, la TVOW proposta migliora del 2,72% l’accuratezza sul nuovo dataset TVPR2 e
del 0,45% l’accuratezza sul dataset TVPR.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Context

The understanding and description of a scene, or more generally of a space, has always
been of great interest to the scientific community, as it is widely used in various fields.
First of all, it is necessary to define what the concept of Space means. In its simplest
definition it can be described as a set of entities enclosed within predefined limits. The
entities themselves must be located within it by using a localisation system, and above
all must always be identified in some way. All these concepts make it evident that the
global task of Space Understanding is full of challenges.

Computer Vision based approaches were the first to be used to solve this task. The
simplest is classification, which makes it possible to associate a particular class to an
entity [1, 2, 3]. But its main drawback is that it requires a phase to divide the space
into all these entities. The second approach is object detection, which provides the
location of the processed entity by using a bounding box [4, 5]. The most interesting
approach for the comprehension of a scene is instead semantic segmentation, which
allows to divide the entire space into various types of classes, at a point level, thus
giving the exact positions and shapes of all the entities in the space [6, 7].

In recent years, these approaches have been improved by systems based on Artificial
Intelligence, and specifically by using Machine Learning and Deep Learning methods.
These methods are becoming very successful thanks to the growing amount of data
made available by the scientific community, the development of innovative techniques,
and above all, thanks to the improvement of hardware systems, which have become
increasingly accessible and less expensive.

The understanding of space has gained much interest in various fields of application.
For example, it is very useful for the definition or reconstruction of 3D models in
the field of cultural heritage. It can be used for the reconstruction or maintenance
of churches and monuments [8, 9, 10, 11]. It is also very popular in the field of
robotics, to implement robots with autonomous driving systems [12, 13]. Indeed, it
is important that the robot always locates itself within an environment, or recognises
certain obstacles while in motion.

The choice of technique to be used obviously depends on the types of data available.
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At the state of the art, semantic segmentation is often performed using RGB images,
which only provide the visual characteristics for understanding a space. A more inno-
vative type of data concerns the acquisition of RGB-D images, which, thanks to the
Depth channel, it also allow to obtain information on the depth and distance between
entities. Lately, recent approaches are relying on point clouds [14], which are easy
to acquire and efficient in locating any object within a three-dimensional space. This
thesis will focus on the description of new deep learning approaches for the Semantic
Segmentation of Point Clouds, as it is the best method for the understanding of a static
space. In particular, the proposed methods improve the state of the art by using more
discriminating features for the recognition of object classes.

Another interesting challenge concerns the tracking of the temporal evolution of a
space, an environment or the entities within them. At the state of the art there are
several approaches concerning video surveillance or study of consumer behaviour, in
the Retail domain. The temporal evolution of parts of the space can be carried out
through Change Detection techniques [15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. Also in this case, the type
of approach to be used is strictly related to the acquired data. Image classification is
an excellent compromise to solve this task, since change detection systems have to
save in memory large amounts of data, and maintain them over a long period of time.
In this thesis, a new change detection approach based on images will be proposed.
The structure of the framework will be based on a set of Machine Learning and Deep
Learning methods. Compared to the state of the art, it will allow both visual and
textual features to be exploited from the acquired RGB images.

Finally, the temporal evolution of a space is also strictly related to the entities within
it. Their localisation, in a short period of time, can be solved through Re-Identification
techniques. At the state of the art, several methodologies exist for the re-identification
of different types of entities: cars, indoor objects, animals, etc. [20, 21]. The most
common and dynamic entity that can be found within a space are people. In fact, the
scientific community has published several approaches on Person Re-Identification.
There are approaches with frontal configuration and approaches with top-view config-
uration. A lot of methods use RGB images, other thermal or infrared images; hybrid
approaches also exist, which integrates diffent type of data [22]. In this thesis, a new
Person Re-Identification approach, based on RGB-D images with a top-view configu-
ration, will be proposed. It will be a temporal and multimodal method based on deep
learning.

1.2 Objectives and main contributions

The main objective of this thesis is to design and implement AI algorithms to improve
the Space Understanding concept, in all its fundamental aspects. As a first definition,
space can be described as a static concept, defined simply by its spatial limits and
all that it contains within it. In this definition, the first things to be understood are
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therefore the entities that can be found within it, their spatial location and, above all,
their type. Once these concepts are defined, the second step is to study the temporal
evolution of space. First of all, it is necessary to understand how parts of an environ-
ment can change during a long period of time. And above all, it is necessary to keep
track of these changes. Finally, it is also necessary to understand how entities within a
space can evolve in the short term period: this concept can include both the interaction
between entities and space and between the identities themselves.

All these fundamental aspects concerning the understanding of space are described
in Figure 1.1.

(a) A static space, described
by its boundary and enti-
ties.

(b) Temporal evolution of a
part of a dynamic space.

(c) Temporal evolution of an
entity of a dynamic space.

Figure 1.1: All the concepts regarding the Space Understanding task.

The second objective of this thesis is to correctly translate these aspects into the
corresponding Computer Vision tasks, and study their potential applications in vari-
ous fields. In the literature, the first aspect concerning the understanding of space as
a static concept is often developed with semantic segmentation approaches. In this
way, it is possible to define both the spatial boundaries of an environment and, at the
same time, recognise the position and type of all objects within them. The second
aspect, relating to the long-term temporal evolution of the various parts of a space, is
addressed in the literature as a Change Detection task. Finally, the study of the tempo-
ral evolution of the entities that move within an environment is often defined through
tracking or re-identification techniques. Since the most common and dynamic entities
that can be found in a space are people, the author translated this aspect into a Person
Re-Identification task.

The third objective of the thesis concerns the choice of the type of data to be used for
the understanding of all these sub-problems. The thesis will describe the advantages
and disadvantages of various data types, starting with the easiest to acquire, i.e. RGB
images, up to its natural evolution related to RGB-D images and finally point cloud
acquisitions. The choice of the type of data to be used depends on several factors,
including the ease of acquisition, the amount of useful information that can be used,
and the speed of processing this data.

All these problems are based on processes that are time consuming and sometimes
require manual procedure. To make AI techniques tailored for the aforementioned
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challenging applications, considerations such as computational complexity reduction,
hardware implementation and software optimization have been outlined. The overar-
ching goal of this work consists of presenting a pipeline to select the model that best
fits with the given observations; nevertheless, it does not prioritize in memory and time
complexity when matching models to observations. Beside this, it is well known that,
to conduct a comprehensive performance evaluation, it is critical to have meaningful
datasets. Overcoming this limitation, this thesis adds to the body of knowledge by
collecting and sharing representative labelled datasets. While much progress has been
made in recent years regarding efforts in sharing codes and datasets, it is of great im-
portance to develop libraries and benchmarks to gauge state-of-the-art datasets. Newly
challenging datasets were specifically collected for the tasks described in this study.
In fact, each described application involved the collection of one dataset, which was
used as the input. Thus, the learning methods described were evaluated according to
the following proposed datasets and their respective application domain: a dataset of
point cloud outdoor scenes for Point Cloud Semantic Segmentation in Cultural Her-
itage domain (Section 3.1.2), an images dataset for Change Detection task in Retail
enviroment (Section 3.2.1), an RGB-D video dataset for the Person Re-Identification
task in crowded environments (Section 3.3.2). In particular, the techniques and meth-
ods for each type of research are analysed, the main paths that most approaches fol-
low are also summarised, and their contributions are indicated. Thereafter, the pro-
posed approaches are categorised and compared from multiple perspectives, including
methodologies, functions, and an analysis of the pros and cons of each category.

The questions the author endeavours to answer with this thesis work regarding the
Space Understanding tasks are summarised below:

1. How can Computer Vision algorithms be applied to the different subtasks re-
garding Space Understanding?

2. The integration of data of a different nature could help the understanding of a
Space, or the entities contained within it?

3. Is it worth following the trend of using pure deep learning methods respect the
machine learning ones? Or could a mixed approach bring improvements?

4. Are the proposed algorithms better than the standard algorithms widely used in
the literature?

1.3 Thesis overview

This thesis aims to answer the questions reported above designing and developing
machine learning algorithms for the task of Space Understanding.

The thesis is organized into six chapters according to the following organization:
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1.3 Thesis overview

• Chapter 1 is the introduction to this thesis. It describes the objectives and
motivations that led the author to carry out this work.

• Chapter 2 aims to focus on the state of the art of methods relating to the under-
standing of a space, all the entities it contains and its temporal evolution. The
author outlines the strengths and the drawbacks of the existing achievements,
focusing on what questions they answer and what they do not.

• Chapter 3 presents the materials and the proposed ML algorithms for the data
processing/analysis stage. In detail, the methods implemented are organized
into algorithms for Point Cloud Semantic Segmentation, Change Detection on
RGB images, Person Re-Identification on RGB-D videos.

• Chapter 4 presents the experimental setup and metrics for assessing the pro-
posed methods. Then, the author provides the experimental results for evaluat-
ing the performance of the algorithms.

• Chapter 5 discusses the obtained results and provides further useful analyses.

• Chapter 6 outlines the conclusions and future works.
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Chapter 2

State of the art

In this chapter, the author gives background information on the concepts introduced
in Section 1.1. Then, the state of the art related to the Comprehension of a Space is
summarised in Section 2.1. The literature review regarding the Temporal Evolution
of a Space is described in Section 2.2. Finally, Section 2.3 addresses the problem
of Short-term Evolution of Space’s entities and what methods are available to detect
them.

2.1 Comprehension of a Space

The understanding and description of a scene, or more generally of a space, has always
been of great interest to the scientific community, as it is widely used in various fields.
First of all, it is necessary to define what the concept of Space means. In its simplest
definition it can be described as a set of entities enclosed within predefined limits. The
entities themselves must be located within it by using a localisation system, and above
all must always be identified in some way. All these concepts make it evident that the
global task of Space Understanding is full of challenges.

Computer Vision based approaches were the first to be used to solve this task. The
simplest is classification, which makes it possible to associate a particular class to an
entity. The problem of classification has been widely studied in the database, data
mining, and information retrieval communities [1, 2, 3]. Its performance is closely
related to the type of data to be classified. Unfortunately, in the space understanding
problem, its main drawback is that it requires a phase to divide the space into all these
entities.

The second approach is object detection, which provides the location of the pro-
cessed entity by using a bounding box. It has been an active area of research for
several decades [4]. The goal of object detection is to determine whether there are any
instances of objects from given categories (such as humans, cars, bicycles, dogs or
cats) in an image and, if present, to return the spatial location and extent of each ob-
ject instance (e.g., via a bounding box [23, 24]). Object detection forms the basis for
solving complex or high level vision tasks such as segmentation, scene understanding,
object tracking, image captioning, event detection, and activity recognition [5].
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The most interesting approach for the comprehension of a scene is instead semantic
segmentation. Semantic segmentation is one of the most important research meth-
ods for computer vision, and regards the task to classify each pixel or point in the
scene into classes that have specific features [6, 7]. In the past, semantic segmentation
concerned bi-dimensional images but, due to some limitations related to occlusions,
illumination, posture and other problems, the researches began to deal with three-
dimensional data. This change also occurred thanks to the growing diffusion of pho-
togrammetry and laser scanning surveys. In the 3D form of semantic segmentation,
regular or irregular points are processed in the 3D space [14].

With the rapid development of 3D acquisition technologies, 3D sensors are be-
coming increasingly available and affordable, including various types of 3D scanners,
LiDARs, and RGB-D cameras (such as Kinect, RealSense and Apple depth cameras)
[25]. 3D data acquired by these sensors can provide rich geometric, shape and scale
information [26, 27]. Complemented with 2D images, 3D data provides an opportu-
nity for a better understanding of the surrounding environment for machines. 3D data
has numerous applications in different areas, including autonomous driving, robotics,
remote sensing, and medical treatment [28]. In computer vision and remote sensing,
point clouds can be acquired with four main techniques [29]: 1) Image-derived meth-
ods [30]; 2) Light Detection And Ranging (LiDAR) systems [31]; 3) Red Green Blue
-Depth (RGB-D) cameras [32]; and 4) Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) systems [33].
Due to the differences in survey principles and platforms, their data features and ap-
plication ranges are very diverse.
3D data can usually be represented with different formats, including depth images,
point clouds, meshes, and volumetric grids. As a commonly used format, point cloud
representation preserves the original geometric information in 3D space without any
discretization. Therefore, it is the preferred representation for many scene understand-
ing related applications such as autonomous driving and robotics. Recently, deep
learning techniques have dominated many research areas, such as computer vision,
speech recognition, and natural language processing. However, deep learning on 3D
point clouds still face several significant challenges [34], such as the small scale of
datasets, the high dimensionality and the unstructured nature of 3D point clouds. On
this basis, this thesis focuses on the analysis of the state-of-the-art deep learning meth-
ods which have been used to process 3D point clouds.
Deep learning on point clouds has been attracting more and more attention, especially
in the last years. Several publicly available datasets are also released, such as Mod-
elNet [35], ScanObjectNN [36], ShapeNet [37], PartNet [38], S3DIS [39], ScanNet
[32], Semantic3D [40], ApolloCar3D [41], and the KITTI Vision Benchmark Suite
[42, 43]. These datasets have further boosted the research of deep learning on 3D
point clouds, with an increasingly number of methods being proposed to address vari-
ous problems related to point cloud processing, including 3D shape classification, 3D
object detection and tracking, 3D point cloud segmentation, 3D point cloud registra-
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tion, 6-DOF pose estimation, and 3D reconstruction [44, 45, 46].
For all these reasons, a variety of surveys of deep learning on 3D data have been
written in recent years to explore these topics in more detail [47, 48, 29, 49, 50].

2.1.1 AI Approaches in the Cultural Heritage domain

Surely, the automatic interpretation of 3D point clouds by semantic segmentation in
the cultural heritage (CH) context represents a very challenging task. Digital docu-
mentation is not easy to obtain, but it is necessary to disseminate cultural heritage [51].
Shapes are complex and the objects, even if repeatable, are unique, handcrafted and
not serialised. Notwithstanding, the understanding of 3D scenes in digital CH is cru-
cial, as it can have many applications such as the identification of similar architec-
tural elements in large dataset, the analysis of the state of conservation of materials,
the subdivision of the point clouds in its structural parts preliminary for scan-to-BIM
processes, etc. [52].

In the literature, there is a restricted number of applications that use machine learn-
ing methods to classify 3D point clouds in different objects belonging to cultural her-
itage scenes, even if, according to [53], these methods had great progress to this re-
gard. Indeed, in their study the authors explore the applicability of supervised machine
learning approaches to cultural heritage by providing a standardised pipeline for sev-
eral case studies.

In this domain, the research of [54] has two main objectives: providing a framework
that extracts geometric primitives from a masonry image, and extracting and selecting
statistical features for the automatic clustering of masonry. The authors combine ex-
isting image processing and machine learning tools for the image-based classification
of masonry walls and then make a performances comparison among five different ma-
chine learning algorithms for the classification task. The main issue of this method is
that each block of the wall is not individually characterised.

The research presented in [55] wants to overcome this limitation, presenting a novel
automatic segmentation algorithm of masonry blocks from a 3D point cloud acquired
with LiDAR technology. The image processing algorithm is based on an optimisation
of the watershed algorithm, also used to improve segmentation algorithms in other
works [56, 57], to automatically segment 3D point clouds in 3D space isolating each
single stone block.

In their research, authors of [58] propose a strategy to classify heritage 3D models
by applying supervised machine learning classification algorithms to their UV maps.
To verify the reliability of the method, the authors evaluate different classifiers over
three heterogeneous case studies.

In [59] the authors explore the relation between covariance features and architec-
tural elements using supervised machine learning classifier (Random Forest), finding
in particular a correlation between the feature search radii and the size of the element.
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A more in-depth analysis of the previous approach [60] demonstrates the capability
of the algorithm to generalise across different unseen architectural scenarios. The
research conducted by Murtiyoso et al. [61] aims to help the manual point clouds la-
beling of large training data set required from machine learning algorithms. Moreover,
the authors introduce a series of functions that allow the automatic processing for some
issues of segmentation and classification of CH point clouds. Due to the complexity
of the problem, the project considers only some important classes. The toolbox uses
a multi-scale approach: the point clouds are processed from the historical complex to
architectural elements, making it suitable for different types of heritage.

Mainly in recent years, deep learning has received increasing attention from the
researches and has been successfully applied to semantically segment 3D point clouds
in different domains [14, 62]. In the context of cultural heritage there are still few
studies that use deep learning approaches to classify 3D point clouds. The need to have
a large scale well-annotated dataset can limit its development, blocking the research
in this direction. In some cases this problem can be solved using synthetic dataset [63,
64]. However, the researches conducted so far have yielded encouraging results.

Deep learning approaches are properly used for directly managing the raw data
of point clouds without considering an intermediate processing that allows a more
regular representation. For this purpose the first approach is proposed in [34]. An
extended version of the previous network considers not only each point separately, but
also its neighbors, in order to exploit the local features and thus obtain more efficient
classification results [65].

The framewor proposed in [66] uses PointNet++ to semantically segment 3D point
clouds of CH dataset. The aim of the paper is to demonstrate the efficiency of cho-
sen deep learning approaches to process point clouds of CH domain. Moreover, the
method is evaluated on a suitably created CH dataset manually annotated by domain
experts.

An alternative to these approaches is based on the point clouds Convolutional Neu-
ral Network (PCNN) [67], a novel architecture that uses two operators (extension and
restriction). The extension maps functions defined over the point cloud to volumetric
functions, while the restriction operator does the inverse.

An approach inspired by PointNet is proposed by [68] where the difference is to ex-
ploit local geometric structures using a neural network module, EdgeConv, that con-
structs a local neighborhood graph and applies convolution-like operations. Moreover
the model, named DGCNN (Dynamic Graph Convolutional Neural Network), dynam-
ically updates the graph, changing the set of k-nearest neighbors of a point from layer
to layer of the network.

Inspired by this architecture, the author of this thesis will propose to semantically
segment 3D point clouds using an augmented DGCNN [69] by adding features such
as normals and the radiometric component. In fact, these features have very discrim-
inating and useful information for the segmentation task, and are never used by other
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state-of-the-art methods. This modified version, described in Section 3.1 has the aim
to simplify the management of DCH assets that have complex geometries, extremely
variable and defined with a high level of detail. The author will also propose a novel
publicly available dataset to validate the novel architecture making a comparison be-
tween other DL methods.

Another study that uses DL to classify objects of CH is presented in [52]. The au-
thors make a performances comparison between machine and deep learning methods
in the classification task of two different heritage datasets. Using machine learning
approaches (Random Forest and One-versus-One) the performances are excellent in
almost all the identified classes, but there is no correlation between the characteristics.
Using DL approaches (1D CNN, 2D CNN and RNN Bi-LSTM) the 3D point clouds
are considered as a sequence of points. However ML approaches overcome DL, be-
cause according to the authors the DL methods implemented are not very recent. In
Section 3.1.2, the author of this thesis will propose a comparison similar to that de-
scribed in [52], but using much more recent Deep Learning methods. This comparison
will be useful to design an improved version of the proposed DGCNN-Mod network.

2.1.2 Point Clouds Generative Approaches

The semantic segmentation task that classifies different parts associating to each part a
label, is an approach most used in the cultural heritage field [56, 70, 53]. The problem
is that the training of deep learning networks requires a great amount of data mainly
considering CH dataset with unique and unrepeatable elements. Moreover, the dataset
has unbalanced classes and then the networks are not able to correctly recognize the
objects (e.g. wall, roof, column, vault, etc.) due to the lack of data [69]. For this
reason, mainly in the last years, the use of Generative Networks have filled this gap
since they are able to generate novel suitable data as well as learn [71].

Synthetic data are used in several application fields. One of the pioneer works is
proposed by [72] that demonstrates that the use of simulated data has significant ad-
vantages. This work introduces a simulator that describes and stochastically generates
a sequence of DNA with different repeated structures. Most recent work is proposed
by [73] that produces synthetic point clouds departing from a single 2D-dimensional
image and reconstructing the 3D geometry of the complete object. To do this task they
use an algorithm based on deep learning. A 3D point cloud is automatically generated
in the work of [74] and used to train a traditional random forest network. This ap-
proach is based on supervised learning to classify 3D real urban scenes. The work of
[75] extracts synthetic point clouds of urban scenes (road scene) from the Grand Theft
Auto famous videogame to augment a standard benchmark dataset (KITTI). This ap-
proach has the aim to increase the semantic segmentation task based on Convolutional
Neural Networks. Street scenes are also dealt in the work of [76] where virtual LiDAR
sensors are used to acquire synthetic point clouds. The work simulates several point
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clouds acquisition tools. The urban context is also the object of the work proposed by
[64], where there is a need of a great amount of data to train a deep neural network to
classify a 3D point cloud. The authors create a synthetic dataset and intend to demon-
strate that the network trained with the dataset is able to generalize correctly the points
cloud. In the work of [77] the authors propose a GAN to generate 3D points cloud
departing from RGB-D images and corresponding to a single red, green, blue image.
The method involves two phases. In the first phase, a generative adversarial network
generates a depth image estimation from a single RGB image. In the second the 3D
point cloud is calculated from the depth image. During the experimental phase, they
demonstrate that the method provides high-quality 3D point clouds from single 2D
images.

The work of [71] proposes a novel GAN that creates in an unsupervised way dense
coloured 3D point clouds of various classes of objects. They propose a point trans-
former that using a graph convolution to increase in progress of the network, this to
overcome the problem to acquire complex details with high resolution. The aim of the
paper is to create a network able to produce coloured point clouds with fine details at
multiple resolutions. In the context of cultural heritage interesting is the work of [78]
where they propose a model that combines the latent-space GAN and Laplacian GAN
architectures to form a multi-scale model capable of generating 3D point clouds at
augmenting levels of detail. During the experimental phase they demonstrate that the
method is better than other object of comparison. The work of [79] shows different
training approaches with the task to classify optical character in historical documents.
To solve the problem to have a great amount of annotated data, they summarize several
methods to create a synthetic dataset. Moreover, they train a convolutional recurrent
neural network using input a synthetic dataset and validate the approach using a real
annotated dataset.

In this context, the aim of this thesis is to propose a framework based on DL that
synthetically generates additional architectural elements to increase segmentation ac-
curacy. To generate novel scenes, the author will use three different generative net-
works: PointGrow [80], PointFlow [81], and PointGMM [82]. Moreover, to compare
the best performances, the proposed DGCNN-Mod network will be trained to clas-
sifies the synthetically generate scenes [69]. The experiments have been performed
to ArCH dataset described in [83]. In contrast to many existing datasets, it has been
manually labelled by domain experts, thus providing a more precise dataset.

2.2 Temporal Evolution of a Space

Another interesting challenge concerns the tracking of the temporal evolution of a
space, an environment or the entities within them. At the state of the art there are
several approaches concerning video surveillance or study of consumer behaviour, in
the Retail domain. The temporal evolution of parts of the space can be carried out
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through Change Detection techniques. Also in this case, the type of approach to be
used is strictly related to the acquired data.

Change detection using an image aims to detect the changed areas by utilizing im-
ages of the same region captured at different points in time [84]. Many change de-
tection methods have been proposed to detect changing areas, with machine learning
being used in recent years [15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. The work of [15] proposed a convo-
lutional neural network (CNN) architecture that measures changes in a region using
an implicitly learned metric with a contrastive loss threshold [16]. To detect pre-
cise temporal changes in a region, a superpixel segmentation method that integrates
CNN features has been introduced [17]. The work of [18] proposed a novel model
for change detection in UAV images based on a supervised deep Siamese CNN. [19]
introduced an object-based change detection method that uses multitemporal UAV im-
ages. Change detection in urban areas is performed by finding an elevation difference
based on point cloud data from the aerial images acquired at different times.

The works just described concerns the task of change detection in open environ-
ments, using unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) images. Completely different approaches
will be used for smaller environments, where the resolution of the cameras is much
lower but allows for much more complex surveillance systems.

This section will mainly describe Scene Change Detection algorithms. Scene Change
Detection (SCD) aims to compare images captured at different times to identify changes
that occur in the image. Till now, scene change detection has found various application
scenarios, such as land cover monitoring [85], medical diagnosis [86], urban landscape
analysis and autonomous driving [87, 88, 89]. With the development of learning sys-
tems for image classification and semantic segmentation, Convolutional Neural Net-
works (CNNs) have been widely used in computer vision tasks. The state-ofthe-art
networks, such as VGG [90] or ResNet [91], can extract well-learned feature maps to
gain excellent performance. Since the architectural advance of fully convolutional net-
works [92], image segmentation can be performed in an end-to-end fashion. Similar to
dense image semantic segmentation, scene change detection also addresses pixelwise
detection. Because of this, current networks designed for scene change detection are
mostly based on CNNs and encoder-decoder-architectures [85, 87, 89, 93, 94].
On account of the specification of scene change detection tasks, as for coping with
input images at two temporal points, some frameworks [85, 87, 88] choose to con-
catenate the input paired images at the beginning. In addition, some methods [17]
first extract the feature maps in the two branches and later process the fusion to de-
termine the change areas. Further, more research works [89, 93, 94] have put efforts
on approach to fusion of the feature maps extracted from paired images. These fusion
mechanisms are called early-fusion, late-fusion or correlation-fusion.
Recently more often, research works [93, 94] focus on the relation of feature maps at
the same level. The stateof-the-art method is driven by feature correlation [89, 94],
which estimates the likelihood of finding the similarity in a fixed neighbourhood,
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along with paired channel fusion [93], which combines the same-level feature maps by
a cross feature stack to make the channels interweave. However, existing approaches
may be incapable of handling objects with various sizes and forms due to their regu-
lar and limited sampling ranges. Both quantitative and visual results indicate that the
relation of feature maps still has huge research space.
In order to achieve better prediction performance, the network for SCD tends to be-
come deeper, such as CSCDNet [89] has the encoder based on the ResNet block, but
more deeper, CDNet++ [94] inserts five correlation layers, each at the correspond-
ing feature level. However, deeper network will inevitably lead to a lower efficiency.
Therefore, the network for SCD requires further work on improving the trade-off be-
tween efficiency and performance. Moreover, the estimated change masks in most
networks only have the rough outline, yet more detailed change detection should be
exploited. For a better comprehension, only the generic Change Detection term will
be used in this thesis.

2.2.1 Change Detection on the Retail field.

At present, there are many works concerning the task of Change Detection in the retail
world. In fact, systems of this type are widely used both for video surveillance and for
marketing, concerning the study of consumer behaviour. These types of systems can
be divided into two types: multi-camera systems, which are expensive and difficult
to monitor, and single-camera systems supported by robots. The latter are becoming
very successful as they also allow a certain level of interaction with consumers.

This section provides an overview of various works where robots have been used
in the retail environment and works related to image classification using DCNNs.
With the goal to change people’s lifestyles for the better, robots are being deployed
in various fields, such as construction, transportation, services, cleaning, surveillance,
welfare, etc [95]. Robots are also being increasingly deployed in the retail environ-
ment, for both indoor and outdoor services. In [96], a virtual reality-based system is
proposed for automating data collection and surveying in retail stores using mobile
robots with the economic deployment solution. While sensors and cameras are em-
ployed in some cases to analyse the pre-purchase behaviour of the customers [97],
in the others, the physical robots are used to assist the customers. An interactive
system as a ubiquitous networked robot system is presented in [98], with the commu-
nication robots installed both outside and inside a shop. Matsuhira et al. [99] have
implemented a robotic transport system to assist people during shopping. Another
example of robot-assisted shopping is given in [100], where RoboCart assists visually
impaired customers in navigating a typical grocery store and carrying purchased items
with RFID and laser technologies. A robot used for the outdoor environment was pre-
sented in [101] to assist with shopping delivery and garbage collection, operating on
domestic or condominium WLAN for easier communication and equipped with PC.
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A human-robot interaction was reported in [102], where the robot could accept in-
put from a customer and give output verbally or in written messages. In [103], the
SugarTrail was developed, a system that does not require maps but learns traversable
path-clusters to build a navigable virtual roadmap of the environment.

In an intelligent retail environment, two strategies are currently adopted for mon-
itoring the customers’ behaviour and trajectories: UWB technologies and RGB-D
cameras. UWB technology for indoor tracking is considered the most promising so-
lution in terms of accuracy, reliability, system cost, etc [104]. The system using UWB
technology can monitor consumer movement in stores and send tracking data to a
cloud server. However, several papers have proposed the use of RGB-D cameras to
understand shopper’s behaviour in front of a shelf [105], [106].

Ever since convolutional networks (ConvNets) were introduced by [107] in the early
1990s, they have demonstrated excellent performance in tasks such as hand-written
digit classification and face detection. In the past years, convolutional networks have
been applied in more challenging visual classification tasks, i.e., large-scale image
and video recognition, with great success [108], [109], [110] due to large public im-
age repositories, high-performance computing systems, and/or large-scale distributed
clusters [111]. ImageNet Large-Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) has
played an important role in advancing deep visual recognition architectures, serving
as a testbed for a few generations of large-scale image classification systems [108]. A
notable result is shown in [108] with the record-beating performance on the ImageNet
2012 classification benchmark and the proposed ConvNet model achieving an error
rate of 16.4%.

The main task of convolutional networks is recognising the dominant object’s cat-
egory in an image, where ConvNets have been applied for many years, whether the
objects are handwritten characters [107], house numbers [112], traffic signs [113],
or objects from the 1000-category ImageNet dataset [108]. Ever since the ImageNet
2012 win, the authors’ network AlexNet has been successfully applied to various com-
puter vision tasks, such as object-detection [114], semantic segmentation [92], human
pose estimation [115], etc.

In DCNNs, there are typically two phases: feature extraction and classification [116].
Two-dimensional spatial convolutional kernel function layers, along with normalisa-
tion and pooling layers [108] are used for the feature extraction phase. The classifi-
cation phase consists of 1-D linear connectivity in fully connected layers. In addition
to the AlexNet, there is a number of other popular classifiers, such as CaffeNet [117],
GoogleNet [118], ResNet [119], and VGG net [90]. CaffeNet has a similar structure
to AlexNet, with a reversed order of pooling and normalisation. ResNet is a collection
of DCNN architectures inspired by the philosophy of VGG nets and employs residual
connections, which allows errors to better propagate backwards through the network.

Section 3.2 will describe a novel solution for an intelligent retail environment, based
on a robot called ROCKy [120], specifically designed to facilitate automatic change
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detection and map SOOS and PA events. Another important contribution is the in-
troduction of an approach to estimate the classification of stock assortment by shelf
pictures acquired by ROCKy.

2.3 Short-term Evolution of Space’s entities

Finally, the temporal evolution of a space is also strictly related to the entities within
it. Their localisation, in a short period of time, can be solved through Re-Identification
techniques. At the state of the art, several methodologies exist for the re-identification
of different types of entities: cars, indoor objects, animals, etc. [20, 21].

The task of re-identification (re-id) [121] has long been a task of extracting features
or representations from two observations and measuring how similar these features
are. Since different variations affect these features, many works have introduced dif-
ferent methods to improve their extraction. Initially, these features were hand-crafted
and include spatio-temporal information such as color, width and height, and salient
edge histograms. Some work have also tried to use different input modalities such
as depth [122, 123, 122], infrared [124], LiDAR [125], or Inductive Loop Detec-
tors for vehicles [126]. These features, however, fail drastically when dealing with
unexpected scenarios. To remedy this problem and with the advent of machine learn-
ing, researchers are now benefiting from the strength of deep learning to be able to
extract more general and more discriminative features allowing them to reach high
performance. Since then, an arms race of methods was built on top of this by mak-
ing use of different object-specific characteristics (e.g., human semantic segmentation,
pose [127]) and by learning features through the supervision of a cross-entropy loss
[121].
The most common and dynamic entity that can be found within a space are peo-
ple. In fact, the scientific community has published several approaches on Person Re-
Identification. There are approaches with frontal configuration and approaches with
top-view configuration. A lot of methods use RGB images, other thermal or infrared
images; hybrid approaches also exist, which integrates diffent type of data [22].

2.3.1 Person Re-Identification

Person re-identification (re-ID) is the task of recognising individuals at different lo-
cations and times, which involves different camera views, poses and lighting [127].
This topic has gained increasing interest in the computer vision community due to its
challenging nature, and its important practical role underpinning many visual surveil-
lance functionalities, including person searching and tracking across disjointed cam-
eras [128]. Person re-ID has been adopted in several domains ranging from video
surveillance to retail [129].

In a common real-world application, a watch list of known people is given as the
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gallery/target set for searching through a large volume of video recording locations
where where those selected people are likely to return. This aspect is fundamental
in retail to understand how customers schedule their shopping. The identification of
regular and occasional customers allows temporal purchasing profiles to be defined,
which can correlate customer temporal habits with other information, such as expen-
diture amounts and numbers of purchased items. This knowledge enables novel mar-
keting strategies tailored to the temporal and systematic behavior of each customer, as
well as new innovative services and increased customer awareness based on shopping
schedule recommendations [130, 131].

Video captured by store cameras usually contain people who are not part of a watch
list. Moreover, a target person can appear similar to a non-target person whilst dis-
similar to target gallery videos due to significant changes lighting and view angle
conditions across camera views. To further aggravate the problem, there may only
be a single gallery image (a one-shot) available for each target person, preventing the
effective learning of a target’s appearance variations. Facing re-ID issues becomes dif-
ficult in a crowded retail environment with many occlusions [132], especially where
probe sets contain mostly irrelevant (non-target) people. This problem is called open-
world re-ID [133, 134, 135]. For such a challenging problem, depending on a fully
automated system to provide exhaustive accurate verification against each targeted in-
dividual is neither scalable nor tractable. Nonetheless, it is adequate to expect an auto-
mated system to produce some screening by dealing with an easier problem: checking
if a targeted person is in a given set (group-based person verification), whilst leav-
ing the more challenging task of individual identification within the set for a human
operator. Since watch lists are typically small, human verification can be carried out
quickly and more robustly. Many approaches investigate either the best feature rep-
resentation [136], [137], [138], [139], [140] or the best matching metrics [141], [142]
when using person re-ID under difficult appearance changes across camera views.

They are not suitable to re-identify people in the retail environment as they assume a
closed-world setting with probe sets containing exactly the same people in the gallery
set. For probe sets consisting of mostly non-target people (many more than those in
the gallery set), the re-ID problem becomes more arduous. They also do not con-
sider retail environments where analytic interactions and re-ID are developed with the
aim of learning shopper skills based on occlusion-free RGB-D cameras in a top-view
configuration [106, 143, 144].

Furthermore, re-identifying a person in more crowded situations is a problem that
remains largely unresolved due to many serious issues, such as the exhibition of per-
sistent occlusion, appearance changes and dynamic or complex backgrounds. All of
these issues cause extreme problems when encountered with a crowded environment,
since conventional surveillance technologies have difficulty understanding video (Fig-
ure 2.1).

Open-set re-ID is much closer to practical video surveillance applications but its
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Figure 2.1: Example of RGB-D videos acquired in a persistent crowded environment
with person identification. The figure depicts both RGB (left) and Depth
(right) streams, showing that the top-view approach allows to avoid occlu-
sions between people, a situation where the frontal approach often fails.

low recognition rates under low false accepted rates of existing results show that this
setting is very challenging [128]. Historically, the scientific community has been de-
voted mainly to closed-set re-ID, a mature technology [145] that is convenient and fair
for conducting research given its various baselines, datasets and evaluations.

However, open-set re-ID is a realistic approach that considers irrelevant people
(those not part of a gallery) during recognition [146]. It can be defined as a person
verification task instead of person identification, allowing verification of those who
are part of a gallery and images in which those subjects appear [147]. The evaluation
metrics are different respect the closed world ones. In fact, two metrics were defined
in [133], namely high true target recognition (TTR) and low false target recognition
(FTR), which focus on calculating the likelihood of target and non-target numbers of
images being verified as target identities.

The first work for open-set re-ID was proposed in [148]. The authors showed a
transfer ranking framework for set-based verification. Another approach [149], was
based on online conditional random field inference. In [134], open-set re-ID was de-
composed into detection and identification while also being presented as two generic
evaluation metrics (i.e., identification rate and false acceptance rate). In [150], the
authors tested a regularised kernel subspace learning model for one-shot verification
by learning crossview identity-specific information from just unlabeled data. Authors
of [133] presented clearer descriptions of open-set challenges and standard evaluation
metrics, describing a group-based setting and a transfer local relative distance com-
parison model for addressing label scarcity. For performance evaluation, they used
TTR and FTR. [135] proposed a hashing approach (cross-view identity correlation)
and introduced a large-scale setting characterised by huge size probe images and an
open person population.

Common re-ID approaches are usually based on frontal image datasets, but sen-
sors installed in top-view configuration have been revealed as especially effective in
crowded environments [132]. The latter configuration has several advantages because
it prevents occlusion due to objects and other people while ensuring personal privacy,
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as faces are not recorded. The work of [151] proposed a method to extract anthropo-
metric features through image processing techniques, then training machine-learning
algorithms for re-ID tasks. Their tests were carried out on a dataset of 100 people
acquired using a top-view RGB-D camera.

In [152], authors developed an attention-based model that deduces human body
shape and motion dynamics by using depth information. Their approach was a combi-
nation of convolutional and recurrent neural networks leveraging unique 4-D spatio-
temporal signatures to identify small discriminative regions indicative of human be-
ings. Their tests were assessed on a DPI-T dataset, which consisted of 12 persons
appearing in 25 videos while wearing different sets of clothing and holding different
objects. In [153], the authors started with a two-flow Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) (one for RGB and one for depth) and a final fusion layer. They improved on
this approach with a multimodal attention network [154], adding an attention mod-
ule to extract local and discriminative features that were fused with globally extracted
features. Another work [155] presented a SLATT network with two types of atten-
tion modules (one spatial and one layer-wise). The authors collected also the OPR
dataset from a university canteen, which was composed of 64 persons captured twice
(entering and leaving a room). However, these datasets are not publicly available.

Recently, the person re-ID task is often solved using a triplet loss function, with
excellent performance. In the work of [156], the authors propose a batch hard function
expecially designed for person re-ID problem: they show that, for both models trained
from scratch or pretrained ones, using a well designed triplet loss can outperform most
state-of-the-art methods. [157] present a triplet loss that achieves good performance
with large-scale re-ID datasets and has direct transferability with unseen datasets. The
framework proposed in this thesis uses a triplet loss function based on the work of
[156].

In Section 3.3, the author of this thesis will presents the first attempt to solve a
more realistic re-ID setting, facing these important issues using top-view open-world
(TVOW) person re-ID. Its backbone is based on a pretrained deep convolutional neural
network (DCNN) that has been fine-tuned on a dataset acquired via a top-view config-
uration. This framework is trained by using a triplet loss function based on the work
of [156], optimising the embedding space by approximating the features of frames of
the same person while distancing the features of frames of different people. Similar
to [156], triplet loss allows end-to-end learning between input images and a desired
embedding space. At the inference phase, test people are compared by computing the
Euclidean distance of their embeddings. In addition to the normal metrics used in a
closed-set environment, particular metrics were defined, employed and evaluated for
an open-set environment. The TVOW framework will be evaluated on a new publicly
dataset, called TVPR2 [158], both in closed world and open world configurations.
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Museum environment

In Cultural Heritage (CH) domain, as well as in museum environment, understand-
ing and analysing users’ activities and behaviours is becoming imperative. Users’
behaviour can provide important statistics and insights on what happens inside this
space, which are the successful exhibitions, and which are the interactions with the
artworks [159]. Nowadays, it is possible for museum curators and personnel ob-
taining feedback on museums thanks to online purchases, social networks and other
communication channels [160]. However, there is a limited knowledge about the cir-
cumstances that occur during the visit, and the layout, the arrangement of works,
the management of flows can be designed according to the real needs of users, after
collecting their information. Museum exhibits are usually arranged considering the
target of users. This condition emerges from the obstacle in understanding a priori
visitors’ interests [161]. The concept of Smart Environment identifies a place able to
acquire and apply knowledge about the environment and its inhabitants, in order to
improve both their experience (i.e. by automatically reacting to some events is even
more attractive and challenging way) and the knowledge of the space itself (i.e. by
providing managers with useful information for security or arrangement reasons). By
means of innovative technological applications, it is possible to leverage novel human
space interaction paradigms over the existing proxemic interaction space model-based
user interfaces, nowadays determined by the purely aesthetic and essentially passive
fruition of cultural objects [162].

Currently, there is a lack of reliable solution which can fulfil such important tasks.
In fact, these data represent a precious value for the museum curators, and they are one
of the parameters need to be assessed [163]. For this reason, a data-driven approach for
collection and analysis provide an objective and reliable source of information. One of
the current trend is to configure location-aware services, i.e., applications driven by lo-
cation information, in particular, by users movements in the environment [164], [165].
Recently, RGB-D cameras have demonstrated their suitability for solving this task. In
fact, this kind of solution provides affordable, additional rough depth information cou-
pled with visual images, offering enough resolution and accuracy for indoor applica-
tions. Furthermore, RGB-D camera in a top-view configuration reduces the problem
of occlusion, it allows precise people counting, and it has the advantage of preserving
privacy by not recording faces, and it is easier to set up on ceiling installation [166].

Considering museum environments, an automatic re-ID system can provide impor-
tant information to improve user experiences. The re-ID of users that move within
museum enables understanding which artworks are most attractive, the displacement
inside the spaces, and possible stops, as well as classifying different users groups and
targets. Several previous researches have adopted the top-view configuration because
it facilitates the extraction of trajectory features and ensures greater robustness. Fur-
thermore, reliable depth maps can provide valuable additional information that can
significantly improve detection and tracking results [143]. In a crowded environment
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(more than three people per square metre), an RGB-D system with Top-View config-
uration provides high accuracy [167].

In Section 3.3.2, it will be presented SeSAME (Senseable Self Adapting Museum
Environment) a novel system for collecting and analysing the behaviours of visitors
inside a museum environment. SeSAME uses re-identification (re-ID) techniques to
perform visual profiling of visitor interest.
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Chapter 3

Methodologies proposed for static
and dynamic space understanding
frameworks

This chapter describes the methodologies and tools used by the author of the thesis for
the Space Understanding.

Initially, starting from space as a static concept, its understanding is defined through
the computer vision task called semantic segmentation. Moreover, the author has
chosen to process point cloud data because they are currently easy to acquire and
effectively define the location of any entity in the 3D space. For these reasons, Section
3.1 will describe a framework for the semantic segmentation of point clouds.

Subsequently, the author defines methodologies to study the temporal evolution
of the environment and the entities within it, so it will be described as a dynamic
concept. In Section 3.2 an innovative approach to solve the change detection task will
be presented, using RGB images acquired over time, from which further information
will be extracted in order to define temporal changes of the space.

Finally, in Section 3.3, the author will design a new framework to study the short-
term evolution of entities within a space. Since the most common and dynamic entities
that can be found in a space are usually people, the author will define a framework to
solve the Person Re-Identification task.

3.1 Point Clouds Semantic Segmentation for a
static space

As already mentioned, this section describes a new framework for the semantic seg-
mentation of point clouds. Initially, the author presents in Section 3.1.1 a new Deep
Learning method based on a dynamic graph network, improved by the use of new point
cloud attributes to achieve better embedding feature learning. In order to perform the
experiments, the author contributed to the generation of a new dataset concerning
scenes from the Cultural Heritage field. The approach is tested on both an indoor
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and an outdoor scene dataset, allowing a proper generability analysis. Subsequently,
through a comparison with the current state-of-the-art methods of Machine Learning
and Deep Learning, the author defines in Section 3.1.2 a hybrid approach between the
two domains in order to obtain a better understanding of the space. Finally, since the
weaknesses of generic deep learning approaches for semantic point cloud segmenta-
tion are not only related to methods but also to dataset issues, the author describes in
Section 3.1.3 a framework to solve these issues based on generative approaches.

Figure 3.1: DL Framework for Point Cloud Semantic Segmentation.

3.1.1 DGCNN-Mod Network

The understanding of a static scene is solved by the author of this thesis by propos-
ing a DL framework for Point Cloud segmentation, inspired by the work presented
in [68]. Instead of employing individual points like PointNet [34], the approach pro-
posed in [68] exploits local geometric structures by constructing a local neighborhood
graph and applying convolution-like operations on the edges connecting neighboring
pairs of points. This network has been improved by adding relevant features such
as normal vectors and HSV encoded color. The experiments has been performed to
a completely new and recent dataset regarding the Cultural Heritage domain. This
dataset comprises different labeled points clouds, derived from the union of sev-
eral single scans or from the integration of the latter with photogrammetric surveys.
The involved scenes are both indoor and outdoor, with churches, chapels, cloisters,
porticoes and archades covered by a variety of vaults and beared by many different
types of columns. They belong to different historical periods and different styles,
in order to make the dataset the least possible uniform and homogeneous (in the repe-
tition of the architectural elements) and the results as general as possible. In contrast
to many existing datasets, it has been manually labelled by domain experts, thus pro-
viding a more precise dataset. The resulting network achieves promising performance
in recognizing elements. A comprehensive overall picture of the developed framework
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is reported in Figure 3.1. This approach has been published on [69] and its pipeline
might represent a baseline for further experiments from other researchers dealing with
Semantic Segmentation of Point Clouds with DL approaches.

ArCH Dataset

In the state of the art, the most used Point Clouds datasets to train neural networks
are: ModelNet 40 [35] with more than 100k CAD models of objects, mainly fur-
nitures, from 40 different categories; KITTI [168] that includes camera images and
laser scans for autonomous navigation; Sydney Urban Objects [169] dataset acquired
with Velodyne HDL-64E LiDAR in urban environments with 26 classes and 631 in-
dividual scans; Semantic3D [170] with urban scenes as churches, streets, railroad
tracks, squares and so on; S3DIS [39] that includes mainly office areas and it has
been collected with the Matterport scanner with 3D structured light sensors and the
Oakland 3-D Point Cloud dataset [171] consisting of labeled laser scanner 3D Point
Clouds, collected from a moving platform in a urban environment. Most of the current
datasets collect data from urban environments, with scans composed of around 100 K
points, and to date there are still no published datasets focusing on immovable cultural
assets with an adequate level of detail.

During this thesis work, a collaboration between the author’s research group (VRAI
group), the Polytechnic of Turin and the Fondazione Bruno Kessler of Trento was
born. This collaboration has led to the development of a new dataset of point clouds
called ArCH (Architectural Cultural Heritage) [172]. This dataset is actually com-
posed of 17 labeled scenes, derived from the union of several single scans or from the
integration of the latter with photogrammetric surveys. In the first experiments of this
work, the first version of the dataset will be used, containing only the first 11 scenes
that were labelled by the authors. Figure 3.2 shows the acquired point clouds and their
ground truth, including the classes that have been segmented.

The involved scenes are both indoor and outdoor, with churches, chapels, cloisters,
porticoes and archades covered by a variety of vaults and beared by many different
types of columns. They belong to different historical periods and different styles,
in order to make the dataset the least possible uniform and homogeneous (in the repe-
tition of the architectural elements) and the results as general as possible.

Different case studies are taken into exam and are described as follows: The Sacri
Monti (Sacred Mounts) of Ghiffa (SMG) and Varallo (SMV); The Sanctuary of Trompone
(TR); The Church of Santo Stefano (CA); The indoor scene of the Castello del Valentino
(VA). The ArCH Dataset is publicly available 1 for research purposes.

1http://archdataset.polito.it/
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Figure 3.2: ArCH dataset. On the left column the RGB point clouds and on the right
the annotated scenes. 10 classes have been identified: Arc, Column, Door,
Floor, Roof, Stairs, Vault, Wall, Window and Decoration. The Decoration
class includes all the points unassigned to the previous classes, as benches,
balaustrades, paintings, altars and so on.

In the majority of cases, the final scene was obtained through the integration of dif-
ferent Point Clouds, those acquired with the terrestrial laser scanner (TLS), and those
deriving from photogrammetry (mainly aerial for surveying the roofs), after appro-
priate evaluation of the accuracy. This integration results in a complete Point Cloud,
with different density according to the sensors used, however leading to increasing the
overall Point Cloud size and requiring a pre-processing phase for the NN.

The common structure of the Point Clouds is therefore based on the sequence of the
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coordinates x, y, z and the R, G, B values.

In the future, other point clouds will be added to the ArCH dataset, to improve the
representation of complex CH objects with the potential contribution of all the other
researchers involved in this field.

Data Pre-Processing

To prepare the dataset for the network, pre-processing operations have been carried
out in order to make the cloud structures more homogeneous. The pre-processing
methods, for this dataset, have followed 3 steps: translation, subsampling and choice
of features.

The spatial translation of the Point Clouds is necessary because of the georefer-
encing of the scenes, the coordinate values are in fact too large to be processed by
the deep network, so the coordinates are truncated and each single scene is spatially
moved close to the cardinal point (0,0,0). This operation on the one hand has led to
the loss of georeferencing, on the other hand, however, it has made possible to reduce
the size of the files and the space to be analyzed, thus also leading to a decrease in the
required computational power.

The subsampling operation, which became necessary due to the high number of
points (mostly redundant) present in each scene (> 20M points), was instead more
complex. It was in fact necessary to establish which of the three different subsampling
options was the most adequate to provide the best typology of input data to the neural
network. The option of random subsampling was discarded because it would limit the
test repeatability, then both the other two methods have been tested: octree and space.
The first is efficient for nearest neighbor extraction, while the second provides, in the
output Point Cloud, points not closer than the distance specified. As far as space is
concerned, it has been set a minimum space between points of 0.01 m, in this way a
high level of detail is ensured, but at the same time it is possible to considerably reduce
the number of points and the size of the file, in addition to regularize the geometric
structure of the Point Cloud

As for the octree, applied only in the first tests on half of the Trompone Church
scene, level 20 was set, so that the number of final points was more or less similar
to that of the scene subsampled with the space method. The software used for this
operation is CloudCompare. An analysis of the number of points for each scene is
detailed in Table 3.1, where it is possible to see the lack of points for some classes and
the highest total value for the ’Wall’ class.
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Table 3.1: Number of points per class and overall for the whole scene. The point
cloud of the Trompone church has been split into right (r) and left (l) part
according to the tests conducted in Section 4.1.1

Scene/class
Arc Column Decoration Floor Door Wall Window Stairs Vault Roof

TOTAL

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

TR cloister 900,403 955,791 765,864 1,948,029 779,019 10,962,235 863,792 2806 2,759,284 1,223,300 21,160,523

TR church r 466,472 658,100 1,967,398 1,221,331 85,001 3,387,149 145,177 84,118 2,366,115 0 10,380,861

TR church l 439,269 554,673 1,999,991 1,329,265 44,241 3,148,777 128,433 38,141 2,339,801 0 10,022,591

VAL 300,923 409,123 204,355 1,011,034 69,830 920,418 406,895 0 869,535 0 4,192,113

CA 17,299 172,044 0 0 30,208 3,068,802 33,780 11,181 0 1,559,138 4,892,452

SMG 309,496 1,131,090 915,282 1,609,202 18,736 7,187,003 137,954 478,627 2,085,185 7,671,775 21,544,350

SMV 1 46,632 314,723 409,441 457,462 0 1,598,516 2011 274,163 122,522 620,550 3,846,020

SMV naz 472,004 80,471 847,281 1,401,120 42,362 2,846,324 16,559 232,748 4,378,069 527,490 10,844,428

SMV 24 146,104 406,065 154,634 20,085 469 366,2361 6742 131,137 305,086 159,480 4,992,163

SMV 28 36,991 495,794 18,826 192,331 1,965,782 4481 13,734 184,261 197,679 3,109,879

SMV pil 584,981 595,117 1,025,534 1,146,079 26,081 7,358,536 313,925 811,724 2,081,080 3,059,959 17,003,016

SMV 10 0 16,621 0 125,731 0 1,360,738 106,186 113,287 0 499,159 2,221,722

TOTAL 3,720,574 5,789,612 8,308,606 10,461,669 1,095,947 47,466,641 2,165,935 2,191,666 17,490,938 15,518,530 114,210,118

The extraction of features directly from the Point Clouds is instead an open and
constantly evolving field of research. Most of the features are handcrafted for specific
tasks and can be subdivided and classified into intrinsic and extrinsic, or also used for
local and global descriptors [173, 174]. The local features define statistical properties
of the local neighborhood geometric information, while the global features describe
the whole geometry of the Point Cloud. Those mostly used are the local ones, such as
eigenvalues based descriptors, 3D Shape context and so on, however in our case, since
the last networks developed [65, 68] tend to let the network itself learn the features
and since the main goal of this work is to generalize as much as possible, in addition
to reduce the human involvement in the pre-proccessing phases, the only features cal-
culated are the normals and the curvature. The normals are calculated by using Cloud
Compare software and have been computed and orientated with different settings de-
pending on the surface model and 3D data acquisition. Specifically a plane or quadric
‘local surface model’ as surface approximation for the normals computation has been
used and a ‘minimum spanning tree’ with kNN=10 has been set for their orientation.
The latter has been further checked on MATLAB software.

Deep Learning approaches

State-of-the-art deep neural networks are specifically designed to deal with the irreg-
ularity of Point Clouds, directly managing raw Point Cloud data rather than using an
intermediate regular representation. In this contribution, the performances obtained
with the ArCH dataset of some state-of-art architectures are therefore compared and
then evaluated with regards to the DGCNN that the author has modified. The NNs
selected are:

• PointNet [34], as it was the pioneer of this approach, obtaining permutation in-
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variance of points by operating on each point independently and applying a sym-
metric function to accumulate features.

• PointNet++ [65] (extension of PointNet) that analyzes neighborhoods of points
in preference of acting on each separately, allowing the exploitation of local fea-
tures even if with still some important limitations.

• PCNN [67], a DL framework for applying CNN to Point Clouds generalizing
image CNNs. The extension and restriction operators are involved, permitting
the use of volumetric functions associated to the Point Cloud.

• DGCNN [68] that addresses these shortcomings by adding the EdgeConv opera-
tion. EdgeConv is a module that creates edge features describing the relationships
between a point and its neighbors rather than generating point features directly
from their embeddings. This module is permutation invariant and it is able to
group points thanks to local graph, learning from the edges that link points.

The author’s first contribution is the design of a new neural network called DGCNN-
Mod [69], build upon the DGCNN implementation provided by [68]. Such an im-
plementation of DGCNN uses k-nearest neighbors (kNN) to individuate the k points
closest to the point to be classified, thus defining the neighboring region of the point.
The edge features are then calculated from such a neighboring region and provided
as input to the following layer of the network. Such a edge convolution operation is
performed on the output of each layer of the network. In the original implementa-
tion, at the input layer kNN is fed with normalized points coordinates only, while in
this novel implementation the network use all the available features. Specifically, the
author added color features, expressed as RGB or HSV channels, and normal vectors.

Figure 3.3 shows the overall structure of the network. A scene block has been given
in input, composed of 12 features for each point: XYZ coords, X’Y’Z’ normalized
coords, color features (HSV channels), normals features. These blocks pass through
4 EdgeConv layers and a max-pooling layer to extract global features of the block.
The original XYZ coordinates are kept to take into account the positioning of the
points in the whole scene, while the normalized coordinates represent the positioning
within each block. The KNN module is fed with normalized coordinates only and
both original and normalized coordinates are used as input features for the neural net-
work. RGB channels have been converted to HSV channels in two steps: first they
are normalized to values between 0 and 1, then they are converted to HSV channels
using the rgb2hsv() function of the scikit-image library implemented in python. This
conversion is useful because the individual channels H, S and V are independent one
from the other, each of them has a different typology information, making them inde-
pendent features. Channels R, G and B are conversely somehow related to each other,
they share a part of the same data type, so they should not be used separately.
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of the DGCNN-Mod architecture.

The choice of using normals and HSV features is based on different reasons. On one
side the RGB component, based on the sensors used in data acquisition, is most of the
time present as a property of the Point Cloud and therefore it has been decided to
fully exploit this kind of data; on the other the RGB components define the radio-
metric properties of the point cloud, while the normals define some geometric prop-
erties. In this way different kinds of information has been used as input for the NN.
Moreover, the decision to convert the RGB into HSV is borrowed from other research
works [175] that, even if developed for different tasks, show the effectiveness of this
operation.

The author’s basic idea is to support the NN, in order to increase its accuracy, with
these common features that could be easily obtained by any user. These features are
then concatenated with the local features of each EdgeConv. The author has modified
the first EdgeConv layer so that the kNN phase could also use color and normal fea-
tures to be able to select k neighbors for each point. Finally, through 3 convolutional
layers and a dropout layer, the NN outputs the same block of points but with segmen-
tation scores (one for each class to be recognized). The output of the segmentation
will be given by the class with the largest score.

Generalisation ability on indoor scenes

The ArCH dataset consists mainly of outdoor scenes, with classes describing objects
related to the Cultural Heritage domain. It is interesting to test the proposed approach
in other areas, such as indoor environments. The author of this thesis has therefore
chosen the public dataset S3DIS [39], for evaluating the generalisation skill of the
proposed method. S3DIS dataset is collected in 6 large-scale indoor areas that orig-
inate from 3 different buildings of mainly educational and office use. It includes the
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colored 3D point cloud data of these areas with the total number of 695,878,620 points.
The annotations are instance-level and correspond to 14 object classes. These classes
represents structural elements like ceiling, floor, wall, beam, column, window, door,
stairs, and commonly items like table, chair, sofa, bookcase, board, clutter. Figure 3.4
shows the 6 areas regarding this dataset.

Figure 3.4: The 6 indoor areas of S3DIS dataset.

3.1.2 A mixed approach between ML and DL methodologies

This Section describes how the author is able to improve the approach proposed in the
previous Section. It starts with a comparison of state-of-the-art methods, both based on
classical Machine Learning approaches and recent Deep Learning approaches. From
this comparison, the best qualities of both types of approaches are derived and then
merged into the next framework proposed by the author. This work has been published
in [176].

Figure 3.5 shows the workflow of the comparison between the two methodologies,
as well as the classifiers and scenes used for the three experiments presented in Section
4.1.2.
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Figure 3.5: Workflow for the machine learning (ML) and deep learning (DL) frame-
work comparison.

For a fair comparison between segmentation algorithms, it would be necessary to
use the same training data. In this context, some initial experiments using the same
number of scenes in the training phases for both DL and ML algorithms have been
performed. However, the ML classifiers did not achieve satisfactory results compared
with those obtained using reduced annotated portions of the test scenes. Therefore,
as the aim of the work is discussing the best approaches for heritage segmentation, a
comparison between ML and DL approaches is presented, where the training data are
different.

Three different experiments have been performed as follows. In the first experiment
both the different ML and DL classifiers have been trained on the same portion of a
symmetrical scene: half of the point cloud is used for training and validation, and half
for the final test. In the second and third experiment the samples used to train the
ML and DL classifiers are different. On one hand, for the ML approach, a reduced
portion of the test scene is annotated and used during the training phase, leaving the
remaining part for the prediction phase. On the other, for the DL approach, different
annotated scenes are used for the training phase, while for the testing totally new data
are presented to the networks. Further details are given in the following subsections.

Benchmark for Point Cloud Semantic Segmentation

For the experiments of this part of the thesis, it was possible to use the final version of
the ArCH dataset [172], already introduced in Section 3.1.1.

This benchmark represents the current state of the art in the field of annotated cul-
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tural heritage point clouds, with 15 point clouds of architectural scenarios for training
and 2 for test. Although other benchmarks and datasets for point clouds’ classifica-
tion and semantic segmentation already exist [169, 39, 177, 40], the ArCH dataset is
the only one specifically focused on the CH domain and with a higher level of detail,
therefore it has been chosen for the tests here presented.

For the experiments, three test scenes are used (Table 3.2): (i) the symmetrical
point cloud of the Trompone Church, (ii) the Palace of Pilato of the Sacred Mount
of Varallo - SMV (a two-floor building, not symmetrical and not linear), and (iii) the
portico of the Sacred Mount of Ghiffa - SMG (a simpler and quite linear scene). For
the DL approach, the symmetrical point cloud is used for an initial evaluation of the
hyperparameters. Whilst the other two scenes allow to evaluate the generalisation
ability of state-of-art neural networks by testing them on different cases: a complex
one, SMV, and a simpler one, SMG. Moreover, these two scenes are the same as those
defined as tests for the benchmark.

Table 3.2: Experiments performed with relative test and training sets.

Experiment Test Set
Training Set

ML DL

1
Overall Results in Table 4.8 and Figure 4.8

Trompone Church
- symmetrical half part -

Remaining half part
Remaining half part

(Training and Validation)
/

2
Overall Results in Table 4.9 and Figure 4.10

SMV scene
(Sacred Mount of Varallo)

16% of the test scene
10 scenes for Training
and 1 for Validation

14 scenes for Training
and 1 for Validation

(whole ArCH dataset)

3
Overall Results in Table 4.10 and Figure 4.12

SMG scene
(Sacred Mount of Ghiffa)

20% of the test scene
10 scenes for Training
and 1 for Validation

14 scenes for Training
and 1 for Validation

(whole ArCH dataset)

Machine Learning Classifiers

Over the past ten years, different Machine Learning approaches have been proposed
in the literature for point cloud semantic segmentation such as k-Nearest Neighbour
(kNN) [178], Support Vector Machine (SVM) [179, 180], Decision Tree (DT) [181,
182], AdaBoost (AB) [183, 184], Naive Bayes (NB) [185, 186], and Random Forest
(RF) [187]. Among them, in this work, kNN, NB, DT, and RF classifiers have been
implemented in Python 3, starting from the available Scikit-learn Python library [188],
in order to solve multi-class classification tasks. For each case study the four classifiers
have been trained through selected features and small manually annotated portions of
the datasets.

With regard to the kNN classifier, the k value being highly data-dependent, a few
preliminary test with increasing values have been run, in order to find the best fit
solution. Best results were achieved with low values of k (k = 5).

The NB classifier used is the GaussianNB [189], a variant of Naive Bayes that
follows Gaussian normal distribution and supports continuous data.
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For the DT, different maximum depths of the tree have been tested. Results con-
firmed that the default parameter max-depth=None, by which nodes are expanded
until all leaves are pure, allows for higher accuracy results.

Within the RF classifier two parameters have been initially tuned considering the
best F1-score computed on the evaluation set: the number of decision trees to be
generated Ntree and the maximum depth of the tree Mtry [187]. The reported results
refers to the use of 100 trees with max-depth=None.

Features Selection

In order to effectively train the different ML classifiers a composition of 3D geometric
features have been used, including normal-based (Verticality), height-based (Z coor-
dinates), and eigenvalue-based features (also defined covariance features).

The covariance features [190] are shape descriptors obtained as a combination of
eigenvalues (λ1 > λ2 > λ3) which are extracted from the covariance matrix, a 3D ten-
sors that describe the distribution of point within a certain neighbourhood. Through
statistical analysis, the Principal Component Analysis (PCA), it is possible to extract
from this matrix the three eigenvalues representing the local 3D structure. According
to Weinmann et al. [174], different strategies can be applied to recover the local neigh-
bourhood for points belonging to a 3D point cloud. It can generally be computed as a
sphere or a cylinder with a fixed radius or be described by the number of the kNN. In
this work, considering the studies presented in [59, 60], only a few covariance features
(Omnivariance, Surface Variation and Planarity) have been calculated on spherical
neighbourhoods at specific radii in order to highlight the architectural components.

As one can see in Figure 3.6, different features emphasises different elements. Ver-
ticality makes easier the distinction between vertical and horizontal surfaces, allowing
the recognition of walls and columns as well as floors, stairs and vaults. The feature
planarity becomes useful for isolating columns and cylindrical elements if extracted
at radii close to the diameter dimensions. Finally, surface variation and omnivariance,
calculated within a short radius, emphasises changes in shapes facilitating, for exam-
ple, the detection of moldings and windows.
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Figure 3.6: Three-dimensional features used to train the ML and DL classifiers. The
colour of the plot represents the feature scale. The used search radii are
reported in brackets.

Deep Learning approaches

The choice of Deep Learning methods obviously focused on the DGCNN-Mod ap-
proach presented in [69]. As already described in Section 3.1.1, this implementation
includes several improvements, compared to the DGCNN original version: in the input
layer, kNN phase considers coordinates of normalised points, color features transfor-
mations like HSV, and normal vectors. Moreover, the performance of the DGCNN-
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Mod is compared with two novel versions of this network: the DGCNN-3Dfeat and
the DGCNN-Mod+3Dfeat that take into consideration other important features afore-
mentioned. In particular, the DGCNN-3Dfeat adds to the kNN the 3D features. In-
stead, for a complete ablation study the DGCNN-Mod+3Dfeat comprises all the avail-
able features. Figure 3.7 represents the configurations of the EdgeConv layer with the
various feature combinations.

(a) DGCNN-Mod (b) DGCNN-3Dfeat

(c) DGCNN-Mod+3Dfeat

Figure 3.7: Modified EdgeConv layer for DGCNN-based approaches.

Compared to the DGCNN-Mod, two types of pre-processing techniques are tested:
Scaler1 and Scaler2. The Scaler1 standardises features by removing the mean and
scaling to unit variance. The standard score of a sample x is determined as:

z =
x−µ

σ
(3.1)

where µ is the mean of the training samples and σ is the standard deviation of the
training samples. Instead, Scaler2 scales features using statistics that are robust to
outliers. This pre-processing phase removes the median and scales the data according
to the quantile range (IQR: InterQuartile Range). The IQR is the range between the
1st quartile (25th quantile) and the 3rd quartile (75th quantile). Centering and scaling
happen independently on each feature by computing the relevant statistics on the sam-
ples in the training set. Median and interquartile range are then stored to be used on
the validation and test set.

In addition, the original DGCNN network uses the Cross Entropy Loss. Since the
ArCH is really an unbalanced dataset, the author of this thesis decides to use Focal
Loss [191] as well. This particular function has been implemented just to solve unbal-
ance issues.

All deep learning approaches have been implemented using Python 3 and the well-
known framework called Tensorflow. Pre-processing techniques on features, i.e.,
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Scaler1 and Scaler2, have been implemented through the Scikit-Learn library [188],
also implemented in Python.

Performance Evaluation Metrics

In the experimental section (Section 4.1.2), the employed state-of-the-art approaches
are compared using the most common performance metrics for semantic segmenta-
tion. The Overall Accuracy (OA), along with weighted Precision, Recall and F1-Score
are calculated regarding the test set, as these are very good performance indicators to
understand if the approaches are able to generalise in a proper way. Please consider
that OA and Recall have the same values, since the metrics are weighted.

It is worth noting that, in the scenes to be classified, the number of points varies
according to the two approaches involved. In fact, with ML the total number of points
both in the input and output scene are used, while with DL the unseen point cloud is
subsampled with respect to the original one, for computational reasons. The number
of subsampled points could be arbitrarily set, the most used is 4096 for each analysed
block, but higher values can be chosen (e.g., 8192) at training time expense. In this
work 4096 points per block have been set as subsampling parameter.

3.1.3 Point Clouds Generative Approaches

While the previous Section improve the architecture of the approach, in this one the
author improve the proposed framework by solving data issues.

The author proposes a novel framework depicted in Figure 3.8 and published on
[192]. The purpose of the proposed method is to improve the semantic segmentation
of point clouds of an unbalanced dataset, generating new objects through generative
approaches. Three generative networks have been trained for point cloud generation
in the CH Domain.

The workflow starts with an initial pre-processing phase to give in input proper
objects to the networks, and ends with a final phase for the comparison of two different
training for the semantic segmentation of point clouds. Further details are given in the
following subsections. The framework is comprehensively evaluated on the ArCH
dataset.
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Figure 3.8: Workflow of the proposed method, based on generative approaches.

A subset of ArCH Dataset

The experiment section is based on the scenes of the ArCH benchmark [83]. This work
is based on the tests carried out in [176], specifically the experiment of the Trompone’s
scene is reproduced using only the coordinates as a feature. Figure 3.9 shows this
particular scene, representing original features and the relative ground truth.

Figure 3.9: Trompone’s scene from ArCH dataset: a) the scene features; b) the ground
truth.
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The objects of this dataset are given as input to generative approaches, in order to
generate new objects and counterbalance the dataset. However, this dataset does not
provide labels of the instances but only for the classes. Then, every single object has
been manually divided. ArCH dataset provides the ground truth for 10 classes, but
only the classes that are more difficult to recognize has been selected, as indicated
in [176]. For this reason, only the objects regarding Column and Window classes
have extrapolated from all scenes. The dataset used to train generative approaches
comprises:

• 234 columns;

• 390 windows.

In the last phase of the workflow, ArCH dataset is used to compare two different
trainings: the first one using the original dataset and the last one using the augmented
dataset through the generated objects.

Generative Approaches for Point Cloud Generation

This subsection describes the generative approaches used to generate new ArCH dataset
objects and counterbalance those classes that have only few instances. Before the
training of the networks, a pre-processing phase is performed on the data, consisting
of 2 steps: subsampling and data normalization. These networks can only take in input
objects of 1024 points, so a random subsampling has been done for each instance of
the dataset. Then, the objects are spatially centred at the (0,0,0) point and normalized
to obtain values in the range of 0 and 1. The pre-processed data are then used to train
three different generative networks: PointGrow [80], PointFlow [81], and PointGMM
[82]. These networks have been chosen because they are very recent state of the art
approaches and have very good performance in point clouds generation, which are
then used to improve related tasks such as classification and segmentation.

The first tested approach is PointGrow [80], an autoregressive method for generat-
ing recurrently every point. This network estimates a conditional distribution of the
point by considering all its preceding points. Taking into account the irregularity of
the point clouds, the authors of this paper propose two point cloud-based self-attention
modules for dynamically aggregating long-range dependencies from the other points.
There are several ways to train these networks: in this thesis, the Unconditional Point-
Grow approach is used. To facilitate the generation process, training points are sorted
according to their z coordinates; in this way, the shape should be encouraged to be
generated mainly along its primary axis during the test phase.

The second network of the proposed framework is called PointFlow [81]. It is a
variational auto-encoders (VAE) based approach, it is composed by three modules:

• An Encoder, that encodes a point cloud into a shape representation z;
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• A Prior Module P(z) over shape representations z;

• A Decoder P(X |z) that models the distribution of points given the shape repre-
sentation.

This particular network learns a two-level hierarchy of distributions: the first one is the
distribution of shapes and the second one is the distribution of points given a shape. A
continuous normalizing flow is used to learn these particular levels of distributions.

The third network, PointGMM [82], is also composed of encoders and decoders:
the first receives point clouds as input and generates a features map as an output, the
second build a GMM representation from the previous latent vector. GMM is a Gaus-
sian mixture model, usually used as an alternative representation for 3D objects. This
approach learns a hierarchical GMM (hGMM), performing coarse-to-fine learning to
improve performance, instead of a common single scale GMM.

All three approaches take the input data from the preprocessing phase, generate new
objects, and then are compared according to appropriate metrics.

Performance Evaluation Metrics

To evaluate the performance of the generative networks the following metrics have
been adopted: Minimum Matching Distance based on Chamfer Distance (MMD-CD),
Minimum Matching Distance based on Earth Mover’s Distance (MMD-EMD) and
Jensen-Shannon Divergence (JSD) [193]. First of all, Chamfer Distance (CD) and
the Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD) should be introduced: they are two symmetric
distance metrics to measure the distance between two points clouds. In this work, the
two points clouds are the original and the generated ones. Given two points clouds,
S1 and S2, CD metric measures the squared distance between each point in S1 to its
nearest neighbour in S2. So, the Chamfer Distance between S1 and S2 is defined in
Eqs. 3.2 and 3.3:

dCD(S1,S2) =
1
|S1| ∑

x∈S1

min
y∈S2
‖x− y‖2

2 +
1
|S2| ∑

y∈S2

min
x∈S1
‖x− y‖2

2 (3.2)

Instead, the EMD is defined as:

dEMD(S1,S2) = min
φ :S1→S2

∑
x∈S1

‖x−φ(x)‖2 (3.3)

where φ is a bijection between S1 and S2.
Then, a method to measure the similarity of A (set of generated point clouds) with

respect to B (set of original point clouds) is needed. To this end, every point in B is
matched with the closer one in A, by using minimum distance (MMD) and reporting
the average of distances in the matching. CD and EMD metrics can be used as pointset
distance for MMD, yielding MMD-CD and MMD-EMD [193]. The last comparison
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metric is JSD, which measures if point clouds of A tend to occupy similar spaces as
those of B, and the degree of this similarity. Given the empirical distributions (PA,PB),
JSD metric is described as follow in Eq. 3.4:

JSD(PA ||PB) =
1
2

D(PA ||M)+
1
2

D(PB ||M) (3.4)

where M = 1
2 (PA +PB) and D(· || ·) the KL-divergence between the two distribution.

Another state of the art method to evaluate the quality of the generated points clouds
is to use PointNet [34] as a shape classifier [80]. In fact, if the generated objects will
have very discriminating features for their relative class, it means that a classification
model trained on the original objects should have good performance in classifying
those generated, and vice-versa. In this work, after generating 100 points clouds per
category, two classification activities are conducted:

1. Training on original data and testing on generated shapes;

2. Training on generated shapes and testing on original data.

3.2 Change detection on a dynamic space

This section begins to address the understanding of the dynamism of a space by defin-
ing its long-term changes. The author proposes a new framework to solve the Change
Detection task from RGB image acquisition. The application field concerns the re-
tail world and the problem of Out of Stock, strictly related to the concept of dynamic
space. To test the proposed approach, the author acquired a new dataset of shelf im-
ages from a real store.

In the retail industry, the occurrence of Shelf Out of Stock (SOOS) situations is
a significant problem. SOOS events are often strongly related to planogram design,
where a planogram represents the way that stock keeping units (SKUs) are organised
among the shelves [194]. The global average out-of-stock rate is about 8%, meaning
that retailers have about 4% losses in sales. Out-of-stock situations happen for several
reasons; the main one is defective shelf replenishment practices (surveying and re-
stocking), which result in 70-90% of cases leading to SOOS. Another 10-30% result
from problems in the supply chain, leading to store-OOS [195]. Promo activities also
strongly influence shoppers’ behaviour and result in SOOS with a strong impact on
the overall retail turnover.

The method proposed by the author of this thesis is part of a broader approach,
based on a robot called ROCKy and published in [130]. ROCKy, which stands for
”Retail Out of Stock”, is a low-cost mobile robot for detecting SOOS events both in
real-time and on-demand, which has been described in [120]. In addition to the identi-
fication of SOOS and misplaced items, ROCKy can survey promotions and discounts,
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Figure 3.10: TurtleBot robotic platform with cameras and UWB tags for localisation.
The robot can navigate a retail environment and gather pictures to classify
and localise SOOS and PA on grocery shelves.

model changes in shelf planogram (i.e., vertical product displacement) and store lay-
outs, or monitor the warehouse during night time. The system can navigate the store
using a modified potential field approach that tracks shopping carts to find the most
visited areas. Also, the proposed approach enables retailers to analyse the store per-
formance by comparing different shelf layouts and to address issues such as ease of
selection, trading up, and overall shopping experience.

ROCKy consists of a TurtleBot, on-board RGBD camera for navigation, a low-
power netbook for running fundamental algorithms, and a top-mounted GoPro HD
personal cameras for shelf images collection. It makes use of six cameras to capture
images and videos of the shelves on either side of the robot. These cameras take 12
MP photos (with a resolution of 4000×3000 and a horizontal FOV of 122.6 degrees)
every five seconds. Six cameras are mounted on the top of ROCKy. The TurtleBot
robotic platform and its cameras are shown in Figure 3.10 with a standard grocery
retail environment used for testing and some shelf pictures that the robot collected
during real world experiments.

ROCKy relies on a real-time locating system (RTLS) based on ultra-wideband
(UWB) technology. The same localisation system is used to track human customers all
day and to evaluate a store heat map. ROCKy starts from these grid-based heat map
to move around, giving priority to hot zones (red areas) and using a potential field
approach for its navigation. ROCKy captures images of the store’s shelves during
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buisness hours with a multiple-view camera to record consumer behaviours. These
images are classified into 3 different categories and mapped in the grid-based store
map for retail surveying:

• SOOS: Images of SOOS (incorrect scenario with high priority).

• PA: Images of the shelf with products and PA (scenario to be checked or updated
with the store’s promotional plan).

• Normal: Images of planogram in a standard layout (correct scenario).

To classify these pictures as SOOS, Normal, and PA, it is essential to judge both the
visual elements and the included text at once. While a picture showing cookies with
the phrase ”Special Offer 50% off” is considered PA, the same picture containing the
words ”Gluten Free” might be considered Normal. These categories can be important
indicators of the shelf availability: to monitor the daily situation, to measure SOOS
at store level effectively and accurately, and to control and manage the total impact of
promotions and offers. SOOS leads to disappointed customers, but the disappointment
is even bigger when the customer goes to the store because of an advertised promoted
product and does not find the offer on the shelf. The approach introduced in [196] to
estimate the overall content of the images based on both visual and textual information
is used in this work on the images acquired by ROCKy.

To classify the pictures, a machine learning classifier based on visual and textual
features extracted from two specially trained Deep Convolutional Neural Networks
(DCNNs) is implemented.

For the visual feature extractor, VGG-16 net [90], AlexNet [108], CaffeNet [117],
GoogLeNet [118], and ResNet [119] with 50 layers and ResNet with 101 layers were
used and applied to the whole image, trained by fine-tuning a model pre-trained on the
ImageNet dataset. For the textual feature extractor, a DCNN architecture was used,
proposed by [197] and created by fine-tuning a model that has been previously trained
on synthesised planogram images. The DCNN’s performance was compared with the
ones of long short-term memory (LSTM) recurrent neural networks. However, before
extracting text features, a text extraction and recognition phase is required.

Once both types of features have been extracted, six state-of-the-art classifiers, i.e.,
kNearest Neighbors (kNN) [198], [199], Support Vector Machine (SVM) [200], Deci-
sion Tree (DT) [201], Random Forest (RF) [202], Naive Bayes (NB) [203], and Arti-
ficial Neural Network (ANN) [204], were evaluated to classify the overall planogram
image content.

The previously described classifiers are applied to the Shelf Management Assort-
ment (SMART) Dataset, containing pictures acquired by ROCKy in a real retail envi-
ronment during business hours. Both visual and textual elements concerning shelves
in the targeted store were present in the dataset with a total of 14.244 images. Ground
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truth has been manually evaluated by three human annotators to make it more reliable.
The SMART Dataset is publicly available 2 for research purposes.

3.2.1 The proposed methodology

The approach presented in [196], i.e., the combination of the visual and textual fea-
tures, has been used and extended for the development of the proposed system. The
framework for joint visual and textual analysis, as well as the novel retail dataset
(SMART Dataset) used for evaluation, was comprised of three main components: the
visual feature extractor, the textual feature extractor, and the fusion classifier (see Fig-
ure 3.11). Two trained DCNNs were used for visual and textual feature extraction.
Then, the two features were combined and fed into the fusion classifier. To estimate
the overall content of the image, common machine learning algorithms were com-
pared. Further details on the visual and textual feature extractor and fusion classifier
are given in the following sections. Details on the data collection and ground truth
labelling are discussed in Section 3.2.1.

SMART Dataset

The framework is comprehensively evaluated on the ”Shelf Management Assortment”
(SMART) Dataset, a visual and textual retail dataset made of pictures that ROCKy ac-
quired during different experiments in different stores. The SMART Dataset is com-
posed of 14.244 shelves images. SMART is the first dataset in that field built for
these purposes and is publicly available 3. As previously described, these images are
divided into three categories, which include:

• 4,748 SOOS images: Images of SOOS (incorrect scenario with high priority).

• 4,748 PA images: Images of the shelf with products and PA (scenario to be
checked with the promotional plan of the store).

• 4,748 Normal images: Images of planogram in a standard layout (correct sce-
nario).

The true content has been manually estimated to provide a more precise and less
noisy dataset. All pictures are annotated with respect to their visual, textual, and
overall content.

Figure 3.12 shows three examples of pictures in the SMART Dataset. Figure 3.12a
is an example of SOOS situation, Figure 3.12b represents an image with normal shelf
layout, and Figure 3.12c is a picture with promo activities. As can be seen, the overall
content depends not just on the visual content of the picture, but also on the textual

2http://vrai.dii.univpm.it/content/smart-dataset
3https://vrai.dii.univpm.it/content/smart-dataset
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3.2 Change detection on a dynamic space

Figure 3.11: Deep learning visual and textual analysis workflow. The overall clas-
sification process mixed two different deep learning methods for visual
and textual features, using a fusion classifier based on a classic machine
learning approach to estimate three different classes (Normal, SOOS, and
PA).

content. The current dataset is used to test and deploy the proposed methodology and
compare different approaches. Further details will be presented in Section 4.2.

Visual Feature Extractor

The visual feature extractor provides information about the visual part of the pic-
ture. For this purpose, it is trained with image labels that indicate the visual cat-
egory of the images. The training is performed by fine-tuning a DCNN. Different
DCNNs were tested to chose the ones with the best performance: VGG-16 net [90],
an AlexNet [108], a CaffeNet [117], a GoogleNet [118], and a ResNet [119] with 50
layers, and a ResNet with 101 layers. The DCNNs have been pre-trained on the Ima-
geNet dataset [108] to classify images into 1,000 categories. The fine-tuning is done
by cutting off the final classification layer and replacing it with a fully connected layer
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.12: Shelf pictures of SMART Dataset. Figure 3.12a is an example of SOOS
situation, Figure 3.12b represents an image with normal shelf layout, and
Figure 3.12c is a picture with promotion.

Table 3.3: Number of visual features extracted from the DCNNs
DCNNs Number of visual features

VGG-16 [90] 4096
AlexNet [108] 4096
CaffeNet [117] 4096
GoogleNet [118] 1024
ResNet-50 [119] 2048
ResNet-101 [119] 2048

that has three outputs (one for each category class); the learning rate multipliers are
increased for that layer. Loss and accuracy layers are adapted to take the input from
the newly created final layer. The author used the SoftmaxWithLoss caffe layer, as
it is conceptually identical to a softmax layer followed by a multinomial logistic loss
layer, but provides a more numerically stable gradient. The output of the next to last
layer is passed to the fusion classifier (fc7 layer for VGG-16, AlexNet, and CaffeNet;
pool5 for GoogleNet and ResNet50). The image feature extractor is implemented
using standard Caffe4 tools. The number of visual features is illustrated in Table 3.3.

Textual Features Extractor

The textual feature extractor provides information about the textual category of a pic-
ture. It is trained with image labels that indicate the textual category of the images.
Multiple components make up the textual feature extractor. The central component is
a character-level CNN [197], extended for this analysis by one additional convolution
layer. This extra layer, inserted before the last pooling layer, has a kernel size of 3
and produces 256 feature maps. Two training phases have been applied for the textual
feature extractors: i) training a base model on synthesised planogram images, and ii)
fine-tuning the base model on SMART dataset. The text must be transformed into

4http://caffe.berkeleyvision.org/
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3.2 Change detection on a dynamic space

characters before being processed by the character-level DCNN, since it is embedded
in the picture as pixels. To do so, the following steps have been performed:

1. Text Detection: Individual text boxes are detected in an image with the TextBoxes
model [205].

2. Text Arrangement: Detected text boxes are put in order based on a left-to-right,
top-to-bottom policy, thus forming logical lines.

3. Text Recognition: Each text box is processed by the OCR model [206] to tran-
scribe the text of the box.

4. Text Encoding: The recognised text is encoded into one-hot vectors based on
the alphabet of the character-level DCNN.

The textual features of the next to last layer of the character-level DCNN are passed
to final fusion classifier.

In the state of the art regarding text classification, recurrent networks of the LSTM
type are also very popular. For this reason, the author provides a comparison between
DCNN and a recurrent network.

The performance of a LSTM model is evaluated using the Keras deep learning li-
brary5. Each sentence is mapped into a real vector domain, a technique that is called
”word embedding”, useful for processing text. This is a technique where words are en-
coded as real-valued vectors in a high dimensional space; the similarity between word
meanings translates to closeness in the vector space [207]. Keras provides a conve-
nient way to convert positive integer representations of words into a word embedding
through an Embedding layer. Each word is mapped onto a 32 length real-valued vec-
tor. The total number of words interested in modelling was also limited to the 4,500
most frequent words and the rest were zeroed out. The sequence length (number of
words) in each sentence varies, so each sentence is constrained to 20 words, truncating
long sentences and padding the shorter sentence with zero values. Results are com-
pared with those of character-level DCNN. The number of textual features extracted
these models is illustrated in Table 3.4.

Fusion Classifier

Fusion classifier estimates the overall content of an image on the basis of the visual
and textual features. Hence, the visual and textual features extracted from DCNN were
pooled in the predictor vector and the machine learning model it is trained with the
overall category of the images. Based on all features, six state-of-the-art classifiers
were compared to recognise the overall content of the images: k-Nearest Neighbor
(kNN), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Decision Tree (DT), Random Forest (RF),

5http://keras.io/
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Table 3.4: Number of Textual features
Model Layer Number of features

DCNN [197] ip4 1024
LSTM [207] lstm 100

Naive Bayes (NB), and Artificial Neural Network (ANN). For what concerns the kNN,
the euclidean distance has been employed as metric function. The Gaussian kernel
was used for SVM. The author selected the optimal hyper-parameters for the ma-
chine learning methods (i.e., kNN: number of neighbours, SVM: kernel scale and box
constraint, RF: number of weak classifiers, ANN: number of hidden layers), imple-
menting a grid-search and optimising the F1-score in five-fold cross-validation within
the training set. The testing performances were evaluated in terms of precision, recall,
and F1-score.

3.3 Person Re-Identification on a dynamic space

This section addresses the second part of understanding space as a dynamic concept.
More precisely, the author describes a new framework to study the dynamism of the
most common entities that can be found in a space, namely people. A new deep learn-
ing method for person re-identification is proposed, tested both in closed world and
in the more realistic open world domain. Moreover, the proposed approach is based
on the acquisition of RGB-D videos, with a Top-View configuration. The approach
is initially tested in the retail environment, in order to perform the finetuning of the
hyperparameters. Subsequently, the author tests its generalisation ability in another
context, regarding a museum. To test the proposed approaches, two new datasets con-
cerning RGB-D video with a Top-View configuration were acquired. The first was
acquired in a real store, and is publicly accessible, while the other was acquired from
a multi-camera system in a museum. This methodology has been published on [158].

3.3.1 TVOW framework

This section introduces a new framework for person re-identification, called TVOW
framework, as well as the dataset used for evaluation. The framework is depicted in
Figure 3.13. The author uses a novel modified DCNN for re-ID that is composed of
the following phases:

• Data Acquisition: The dataset is acquired through the use of an RGB-D camera.

• Person Detection: Using the depth channel, people can be detected.

• Preprocessing: By combining depth information with RGB information, the
background is removed from the image and only the important information (the
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3.3 Person Re-Identification on a dynamic space

person) remains.

• Triplet Loss DCNNs: Data augmentation techniques are used to fine-tune the
networks, which are pretrained on the ImageNet dataset [208]. The triplet loss
function is used for network training.

• Evaluation: Defining and evaluating specific metrics for this work.

Further details are given in the following subsections. The framework is compre-
hensively evaluated using the publicly available TVPR2 dataset.

Figure 3.13: TVOW framework. Four phases are followed: Data acquisition, Person
Detection, Data processing, Training of the Triplet Loss DCNN and per-
formance evaluation.

TVPR2 Dataset

In this work, the author collected a new dataset for person re-ID called TVPR2 (Top-
View Person Re-identification 2). It was acquired following the procedure outlined
in [151], which is closer to realistic settings. The dataset comprises 235 videos con-
taining RGB and depth information. Each person during a recording session walked
with an average gait within the area under the camera in one direction, then it turned
back and repeated the same route in the opposite direction. The number of people
present in the videos also varies from one to eleven with the entire dataset comprising
1027 unique individuals. Figure 3.14 shows an example of frames extracted from both
the RGB channel and the corresponding Depth channel. TVPR2 dataset6 is publicly
available for research purposes.

Preprocessing

The first problem to solve in a crowd environment is how to isolate individual people
in each frame. Once isolated, one can proceed for extracting personal features and

6https://vrai.dii.univpm.it/content/tvpr2-dataset
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Figure 3.14: Preprocessing phase for the people detection task on an example frame of
TVPR2 Dataset. (a) Frame Extraction for both streams. (b) Threshold on
the Depth channel based on person’s height. (c) Background subtraction
by using the contour with the biggest area.

performing re-ID. Before using the dataset, individual frames were subjected to a pre-
processing phase, shown in Figure 3.14. Firstly, RGB and Depth frames are extracted
from their related streams, which was temporally and spatially synchronized. These
have dimensions 320×240 pixels. A person detection algorithm made a crop of each
person using a 150× 150 pixel bounding box. This was made possible by using the
depth channel and a threshold for a person’s minimum height. In this way, noise pro-
duced by the frame background was removed to allow focusing on more important
details (i.e., the person). The 150× 150 pixel size was chosen experimentally, given
the average dimensions of people in the dataset of between 80×80 and 125×125 pix-
els. As a further improvement, it was possible to use the depth information to remove
the background inside the cropped image. This step was implemented using the pre-
vious mask to determine the outline with the largest area and then remove everything
outside of that area. These cropped images were then used as input for the proposed
deep learning method.

Triplet Loss DCNNs

The approach proposed by the author is based on a comparison of the most common
state-of-the-art CNNs for image classification, used by the author as a backbone for the
entire methodology. The choice of CNNs has focused on: ResNet-50 [91], ResNext-
50 [209], DenseNet-161 [210], GoogleNet [211]. These backbones are pretrained
using the ImageNet dataset, then fine-tuned on the TVPR2 dataset.
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Before training the networks, data augmentation techniques were applied to in-
crease the dataset and improve network performance. Subsequently, images were
given as input to a DCNN. In this phase, various state-of-the-art networks were tested,
pretrained on the public ImageNet dataset and then retrained on the TVPR2 dataset
using the fine-tuning technique. Networks have been trained using a triplet hard loss.
With this technique, the input image a (anchor) is transformed into a feature embed-
ding space. An image p of the same class (defined as hard positive) is taken as an
image n of a different class (defined as hard negative). The network is subsequently
trained to bring the anchor a closer to the hard positive p while simultaneously moving
it away from the hard negative n. For the triplet loss function, the batch hard function
proposed in [156] has been used, designed for person re-ID tasks: authors show that,
for both models trained from scratch or pretrained ones, using a well designed triplet
loss can outperform most state-of-the-art methods. Batches of PK frames are created
by randomly sampling P person IDs and K frames of each person. The triplet used
to calculate the loss function is determined by selecting the hardest positive and the
hardest negative samples within the batch for each sample a of the batch itself. The
TVOW triplet loss is defined as follows:

LTriplet =

all anchors︷ ︸︸ ︷
P

∑
i=1

K

∑
a=1

[m+

hardest positive︷ ︸︸ ︷
max

p=1..K
D(ai, pi)−

hardest negative︷ ︸︸ ︷
min
j=1..P
n=1..K

j 6=1

D(ai,n j)] (3.5)

where the hard positive samples refer to poses of the same person in different frames
and hard negative samples refer to similar-looking people.

Evaluation Metrics

In literature, there are few evaluation metrics for the open-set environment. The only
existing ones were studied in [22] and are described below. Liao et al. [134] proposed
calculating the cumulative matching curve (CMC) rate (usually used for close-set re-
ID) at a fixed false accept rate to indicate the likelihood of misidentifying a person.
In the work of Wang et al. [150], the false accept rate evaluation was used on two
standard datasets for frontal person re-ID. According to [22], neither of these two
studies worked well because the CMC metric is dependant on similar identity cor-
respondence in a closed-set scenario. A completely different approach was used by
Zheng et al. [133] and Zhu et al. [135] which adopted the True Target Rate (TTR)
and False Target Rate (FTR) for evaluation in an open-set environment. The author
of this thesis uses these metrics in the proposed approach. Several non-target persons
should be placed in the probe population, the aim is not only to measure performance
based on how well target probe persons are matched, but also how badly non-target
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persons pass through the verification process. To evaluate the performance of different
open-set environment methods, their measured TTR values will be compared.

To evaluate various approaches under a different verification standard, the author
compare their TTR values against a series of given FTR values. TTR and FTR values
can be described in the following equations:

T T R =
Nt2t

Nt
; (3.6)

FT R =
Nnt2t

Nnt
; (3.7)

where TTR is the number of accurate verifications Nt2t (target probe images are
matched in the gallery) divided by the number of probe images from target persons Nt

and FTR is the number of false verifications Nnt2t (non-target probe images treated as
target persons) divided by the number of probe images from non-target persons Nnt .

Although TTR differs from the CMC rate, it also indicates the probability of the
correct target, which means they can considered comparable to some extent.

For evaluation, according to [22], TTR values (with certain FTR values) are pre-
ferred over traditional CMC rates. TTR values can measure performance by verifying
target and non-target persons, and are independent of one-to-one identity correspon-
dence (a closed-set hypothesis).

TTR and FTR values must be calculated using the same test, and their purpose is to
show how the network behaves in the presence of people unknown to it. The optimal
result would be a high value of TTR with a low FTR value, showing that the network
succeeded in correctly separating targets from non-targets.

A high FTR value, regardless of the corresponding TTR value, would mean the
network had failed to exclude non-targets and subsequently assigned them identities
of targets. To calculate pairs of these parameters, the following matching algorithm is
used:

• Calculate the Euclidean distance d(x̃p, x̃g
i ), between the probe x̃p and all gallery

vectors x̃g
i defined as i∗ = argminid(x̃p, x̃g

i ) considering the i∗th element of the
gallery as the identity to assign to the probe.

• Given a threshold φm, we identify person x̃p as target if d(x̃p, x̃g
i∗)< φm. Other-

wise, the person is a non-target.

• We consider a person a target when d(x̃p, x̃g
i∗)< φm and simultaneously x̃g

i∗ and
x̃p belongs to that person. Otherwise, x̃p is treated as a non-target.

• The steps are repeated for each vector of probe.

• TTR and FTR values are calculated according to Equations 3.7.
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3.3.2 A multimodal Person Re-Identification framework.

The approach described in the previous section is improved by the author using also
the possibility of extracting further information obtained from the RGB-D videos ac-
quired for the TVPR2 dataset. The basic idea is to use all types of information that can
be extracted from the input data. Starting from RGB-D videos, the author can extract
3 types of information: visual data coming from the RGB colour, data regarding the
depth acquired through the D channel, temporal data related to the acquisition of the
video frames. This new methodology, called SeSAME is first tested on the TVPR2
dataset for finetuning hyperparameters and then used in a new domain, the museum,
to test its ability to generalise.

SeSAME is based on a temporal multimodal deep learning approach7 to extract
the anthropometric and the appearance features from from RGB-D videos for RGB-D
person re-ID. RGB-D images contain more information than RGB images, but there
are two main issues to solve: how to combine these two modalities and how to extract
efficient discriminative features from the depth channel. To convert depth images to
RGB, the proposed approach is based on [212], and to integrate these two information
uses, the proposed approach approach is based on [213]. Moreover, the author fol-
lows the work of [214] for video-based person re-ID, who used deep neural networks.
Given the depth and RGB images, he considers a convolutional neural network (CNN)
with two branches to extract their appearance features. The two branches will then be
merged using a specific module to get overall image-level features as output. This
approach will be tested on four different temporal modelling methods to aggregate a
sequence of image-level features into clip-level features.

Following the procedure outlined in [166], a new dataset has been collected in a
real museum environment, which is Palazzo Buonaccorsi, an historical building in
Macerata, in Marche Region in the center of Italy. It is composed of videos that
contained RGB and Depth channels. Each video recorded people on forward paths
(left to right) for half the time and recorded the same people on return paths (right
to left) the other half of the time, though not necessarily in that order. The results
of person re-ID are used for evaluating important indicators and statistics as the time
spent in each floor of Palazzo Buonaccorsi, the most visited floor of this building as
well as the attention and the interaction with the artworks.

Figure 3.15 depicts the architecture of SeSAME, based on a re-id system adapted
to a multi-camera museum environment.

As mentioned above, SeSAME is a vision-based person re-ID system for develop-
ing a tailored user experience in museum environment. SeSAME is based on mul-
timodal information and it is able to work in a multi-camera environment. As Fig-
ure 3.16 shows, there are three main modules of the implemented system: a frame-
level feature extractor, a temporal modelling and fusion module to aggregate previous

7https://github.com/vrai-univpm/temporal reid
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Figure 3.15: Workflow of the museum multi-camera system.

features, and a loss function [214].
The re-ID framework is comprehensively evaluated using TVPR2 [158] dataset.

Four different temporal approaches was tested on this dataset. Finally, the best ap-
proach was chosen for SeSAME in order to perform users’ re-ID for personalising the
visit experience. SeSAME has been applied on a newly collected dataset acquired in
a real museum environment, which is Palazzo Buonaccorsi, in the center of Italy. A
detailed description of the data collection and ground-truth labelling is presented in
the Section 3.3.2, including a preprocessing phase for the dataset.

Feature Extractor

A feature extractor typically employs a CNN. In this work, the author tested two types
of CNNs: a 3D-CNN and a 2D-CNN with a temporal aggregation method. The first
type takes a video as an input and gives a feature vector fv of the entire video as an
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Figure 3.16: The proposed temporal multimodal framework comprised three main
components: a feature extractor, a temporal modelling module and a loss
function. The author tested 4 different methods based on this framework:
a 3D-CNN, which does not need a temporal modelling method, and a 2D-
CNN combined with three different temporal modelling modules. The
last component was always a loss function designed to improve the net-
work training. The dataset was initially processed in a preprocessing step
to remove the backgrounds from the frames.

output, while a 2D-CNN takes a sequence of frames as an input, produces a sequence
of frame-level features { f t

v}, then aggregates the entire sequence in a feature vector fv

using a temporal aggregation method.

First, the 3D ResNet model proposed in [215] was tested. It was a 3D-CNN de-
signed for the task of action classification formed with ResNet architecture [91] and
3D convolutional kernels. ResNet is a well-known architecture in the field of image
classification, a residual network which implements skip connections, allowing deeper
architecture while maintaining high performance.

The 3D ResNet model was pre-trained using a Kinetics dataset [216], a kinet-
ics human-action video dataset. The final classification layer was replaced with an
adapted layer to classify people based on the used dataset. The last layer before the
classification was used as a feature-extractor, so its output was the representation of
the recognised person.

For the 2D-CNN approach, a ResNet-50 model was tested. This network takes a
sequence of frames as an input and gives a sequence of frame-level features { f t

v} as
an output, which was fed into a temporal modelling module and produced the same
output as the 3D-CNN.

For both CNNs, a second branch of the network was developed to extract depth
features: the main idea is to duplicate the architecture of the RGB network and use
it for other modalities, like the depth channel. The next step was to merge the fea-
ture maps extracted from each architecture, similar to the approach proposed in [212].
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The merging layer is based on an element-wise summation of the features maps. Fig-
ure 3.17 shows the Resnet-50 with two branches and the final merging layer used in
the 2D-CNN approach.

Another problem to solve was how to feed the network with depth frames. The
network was designed to receive RGB images, that is, 3-channel images. Its depth du-
plicate must also receive images in that format. To convert depth images to RGB, the
proposed approach was based on [212]. As a first step, all depth values was normalised
to the range [0, 255] by choosing a threshold for the maximum value to compare with
255. Then, a jet colormap was applied to this value matrix, which transformed it from
a single to a 3-channel matrix (colorising the depth). This method essentially mapped
every distance value to a pixel RGB value, ranging from blue (small distance) to red
(large distance). Figure 3.17 shows an example of a jet-encoded frame. According
to [212], the jet colormap is the best of all those used to convert depth information,
even better than the HHA [217] method, based on height above ground, horizontal
disparity, and pixelwise angle between a normal surface and the direction of gravity.

Temporal Modelling and Fusion Module

Three different temporal modelling methods were tested:

• Temporal pooling

• Temporal attention [218][219]

• Recurrent neural network (RNN) [220][221].

Each method was tested by using the best parameter combination of [214]. The
temporal pooling module performs the average pooling of N frames:

fv =
1
N

N

∑
t=1

f t
v (3.8)

In the temporal attention model, temporal attention scores was computed for each
frame using a temporal generation network formed by a spatial and a temporal convo-
lutional layer. Then, after computing the final attention score at

v by a softmax function,
an attention-weighted average was applied:

fv =
1
N

N

∑
t=1

at
v f t

v (3.9)

Finally, the tested RNN module was formed by long short-term memory cells only.
The RNN outputs {ot} were averaged to produce the final feature vector:

fv =
1
N

N

∑
t=1

ot
v (3.10)
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Figure 3.17: In the 2D-CNN approach, the Resnet50 was duplicated for extracting
both RGB and depth features. (a) A temporal modelling and fusion layer
were then used to aggregate the overall feature map. This framework was
fed by RGB frames and depth frames encoded by jet colormap. (b) The
fusion of both streams for the Temporal Pooling approach.

This module also included the merging phase between the RGB and depth features
based on the approach of [213]: it contained two branches to extract temporal features
from RGB and depth data, in addition depth feature maps were constantly fused into
the RGB branch. In the proposed framework, the fusion layer was implemented as an
element-wise summation, as demonstrated in Figure 3.17(b). This was the implemen-
tation of the temporal pooling approach. The fusion of the features was performed
at four different points of the temporal approach: the first point was the output of the
Resnet-50 (with the classification part removed), while the following points were those
between the average pooling layers. The same method was used both for the temporal
attention approach and for those based on the RNN. In the approach in which 3D-
ResNet was used, there was no phase for temporal modelling, as it was already part of
the 3D network. The fusion of the features was thus implemented in five main points
within the network itself.

Loss Function

The networks were trained using a combination of a triplet loss function and a softmax
cross-entropy function, as described in [214]. This is another improvement respect the
TVOW framework described above.

The LTriplet function, described in Equation 3.5, was combined with a classic soft-
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max loss function, which helped the network correctly recognise the person in the
input frames. So, the final loss is calculated as follows:

L = LTriplet +LSo f tmax (3.11)

Museum multi-camera system

Finally, the best person re-ID approach has been chosen for the multi-camera system
of a museum. The museum system consists of 6 cameras on 4 different floors. Each
camera detects the passage of a person using a threshold in the Depth channel frames.
The saved frames also contain the timestamp of the detection, which is useful for
obtaining important visitors statistics.

The network pretrained on TVPR2 was used as a feature extractor for people en-
tering the building. These features are used to build the person gallery. The frames
extracted from the RGB-D cameras are called query frames: the network extracts fea-
tures from each of these frames, then compare them with all the gallery frames. The
comparison is done by Euclidean distance. The result of the classification is the class
of the gallery frame that has the smallest distance respect the query frame.

The architecture of SeSAME is showed on Figure 3.15.

Figure 3.18: Top-View Visitors’ Museum Dataset: frame examples for every camera
of the museum surveillance system.

Top-View Visitors’ Museum Dataset

A dataset containing museum’s visitors has been specifically collected for this work,
with 6 RGB-D cameras placed in 4 different floors: one camera at the entrance of
floor 0, one camera for the entrance and exit of floor -1, one camera for the entrance
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and one for the exit of floor 1, one camera for the entrance and one for the exit of
floor 2. The cameras record an RGB-D data flow with 640x480 pixel resolution. The
proposed dataset consists of 55 days of video recordings from 10 July 2020 to 13
November 2020. People detected are 6200. Three days of registrations have been
used as training set.

Figure 3.18 shows some frame examples for every camera of the museum surveil-
lance system.
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Chapter 4

Results

This chapter presents the results of Point Clouds Semantic Segmentation (see Sec-
tion 4.1), Change Detection framework (see Section 4.2) and Person Re-Identification
framework (see Section 4.3) for the Space Understanding tasks.

4.1 Point Clouds Semantic Segmentation
framework.

This Section describes the results of all experiments concerning the proposed ap-
proaches for the understanding of space as a static concept.

4.1.1 DGCNN-Mod Network

In this section, the results of the first experiments conducted on ArCH Dataset are
reported. In addition to the performance of the proposed DGCNN-Mod architecture,
the author presents the performance of PointNet [34], PointNet++ [65], PCNN [67]
and DGCNN [68] which form the basis of the improvement of the proposed method.

The experiments are separated in two phases. The first one attempt at tuning the net-
works, choosing the best parameters for the task of semantically segmenting the ArCH
dataset. To this end the author considered a single scene and used an annotated portion
of it for training the network, evaluating the performances on the remaining portion
of the scene. He has chosen to perform such first experiments on the TR church
(Trompone) as it presents a relatively high symmetry, allowing to subdivide it in parts
with similar characteristics, and it includes almost all the considered classes (9 out of
the 10). Such an experimental setting addresses the problem of automatically anno-
tating a scene that has been only partially annotated manually. While this has in fact
practical applications, and could speed up the process of annotating an entire scene,
the main goal is to evaluate the automatic annotation of an scene that was never seen
before. The author addresses this more challenging problem, in the second experimen-
tal phase, where he trains the networks with 10 different scenes and then attempt at
automatically segmenting the remaining one. Segmentation of the entire Point Cloud
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into sub-parts (blocks) is a needed pre-processing step for all the analysed neural ar-
chitectures. For each block a fixed number of points have to be sampled. This is due
to the fact that neural networks need a constant number of points as input and that it
would be computationally unfeasible to provide all the points at once to the networks.

Segmentation of Partially Annotated Scene

Two different settings have been evaluated in this phase: a k-fold cross-validation
and a single splitting of the labeled dataset into a training set and a test set. In the
first case the overall number of test samples is small and the network is trained on
more samples. In the second case, an equal number of samples is used to train and
to evaluate the network, possibly leading to very different results. For completeness,
both settings were experimented.

In the first setting, the TR church scene was divided into 6 parts and a cross-
validation with 6 Fold was performed, as shown in Figure 4.1. The author has tested
different combinations of hyperparameters of the various networks to be able to verify
which was the best, as described in Table 4.2, where the mean accuracy is derived
from calculating the accuracy of each test (fold), then averaging them.

Figure 4.1: 6-Fold Cross Validation on the TR church scene. The white fold in every
experiment is the scene part used for the test.
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Table 4.1: 6-Fold Cross-Validation on the Trompone scene. Different combinations of
hyperparameters are used for the various state-of-the-art networks.

Network Features Mean Acc.

DGCNN [68] XYZ+RGB 0.897
PointNet++ [65] XYZ 0.543

PointNet [34] XYZ 0.459
PCNN [67] XYZ 0.742

DGCNN-Mod [69] XYZ+Norm 0.781

DGCNN-Mod [69] XYZ+HSV+Norm 0.918

Regarding the pointcloud preprocessing steps, which consists in segmenting the
whole scene into blocks and, for each block, sampling a number of points, the author
used, for each evaluated model, the settings described in the corresponding original
paper. PointNet and PointNet++ used blocks are of size 2×2 meters and 4096 points
for cloud sampling. In the case of the DGCNN, has been used blocks of size 1× 1
and 4096 points per block. Finally, the PCNN network was tested using the same
sampling as the DGCNN (1× 1), but using 2048 points, as this is the default setting
used in the PCNN paper. This network was also tested providing 4096 points per
block, but results were slightly worse. The author also notices that the performances
improve slightly using the color features represented as HSV color-map. The HSV
(hue, saturation, value) representation is known for more closely aligning with the
human perception of colors and, by representing colors as three independent variables,
allows, for example, to take into account variations, e.g., due to shadows and different
light conditions.

Table 4.2: 6-Fold Cross-Validation on the Trompone scene. Different combinations of
hyperparameters are used for the various state-of-the-art networks.

Network Block Points Features Mean Acc.

DGCNN [68] 5x5 4096 XYZ+RGB 0.786
DGCNN [68] 1x1 4096 XYZ+RGB 0.897

PointNet++ [65] 2x2 8192 XYZ 0.701
PointNet++ [65] 2x2 4096 XYZ 0.543

PointNet [34] 2x2 8192 XYZ 0.611
PointNet [34] 2x2 4096 XYZ 0.459
PCNN [67] 5x5 2048 XYZ 0.693
PCNN [67] 1x1 2048 XYZ 0.742

DGCNN-Mod [69] 1x1 4096 XYZ+Norm 0.781

DGCNN-Mod [69] 1x1 4096 XYZ+HSV+Norm 0.918
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In the second setting, the author splits the TR-cloister scene in half, choosing the
left side for the training and the right side for the test. Furthermore, he splits the left
side into a training set (80%) and a validation set (20%). The validation set is used
to test overall accuracy at the end of each training epoch, then the author performed
evaluation on the test set (right side). In Table 4.3, the performance of state-of-the-art
networks are reported. The reported results are obtained with the hyperparameters
combinations that best performed in the cross-validation experiment.

Table 4.3: The scene was divided into 3 parts: Train, Validation, Test. This table
shows the average of the metrics calculated on the different parts: accuracy
for Train, Validation and Test; precision, recall, F1-score and support for
the Test.

Network Train Acc. Valid Acc. Test Acc. Prec. Rec. F1-Score Supp.

DGCNN [68] 0.993 0.799 0.733 0.721 0.733 0.707 1,437,696
PointNet++ [65] 0.887 0.387 0.441 0.480 0.487 0.448 1,384,448
PointNet [34] 0.890 0.320 0.307 0.405 0.306 0.287 1,335,622

PCNN [67] 0.961 0.687 0.623 0.642 0.608 0.636 1,254,631

DCNN-Mod [69] 0.992 0.745 0.743 0.748 0.742 0.722 1,437,696

Table 4.4: The scene was divided into 3 parts: Train, Validation, Test. This table
describes the metrics for every class, calculated on the Test set.

Network Metrics Arc Col Dec Floor Door Wall Wind Stair Vault

DGCNN [68]

Precision 0.484 0.258 0.635 0.983 0.000 0.531 0.222 0.988 0.819
Recall 0.389 0.564 0.920 0.943 0.000 0.262 0.013 0.211 0.918

F1-Score 0.431 0.354 0.751 0.963 0.000 0.351 0.024 0.348 0.865
Support 69,611 36,802 240,806 287,064 8562 285,128 20,619 14,703 47,4401

IoU 0.275 0.215 0.602 0.929 0.000 0.213 0.012 0.210 0.764

PointNet++ [65]

Precision 0.000 0.000 0.301 0.717 0.000 0.531 0.000 0.000 0.654
Recall 0.000 0.000 0.792 0.430 0.000 0.284 0.000 0.000 0.765

F1-Score 0.000 0.000 0.437 0.538 0.000 0.370 0.000 0.000 0.705
Support 74,427 59,611 235,615 230,033 12,327 334,080 40,475 13,743 384,137

IoU 0.000 0.000 0.311 0.409 0.000 0.215 0.000 0.000 0.681

PointNet [34]

Precision 0.000 0.000 0.155 0.588 0.000 0.424 0.175 0.000 0.600
Recall 0.000 0.000 0.916 0.422 0.000 0.078 0.004 0.000 0.387

F1-Score 0.000 0.000 0.265 0.492 0.000 0.132 0.008 0.000 0.470
Support 30,646 11,020 29,962 43,947 1851 69,174 3212 1057 87,659

IoU 0.000 0.000 0.213 0.406 0.000 0.051 0.003 0.000 0.311

PCNN [67]

Precision 0.426 0.214 0.546 0.816 0.000 0.478 0.193 0.178 0.704
Recall 0.338 0.474 0.782 0.754 0.000 0.231 0.012 0.188 0.744

F1-Score 0.349 0.294 0.608 0.809 0.000 0.281 0.021 0.306 0.779
Support 65,231 32,138 220,776 212,554 8276 253,122 18,688 12,670 431,176

IoU 0.298 0.273 0.592 0.722 0.000 0.210 0.010 0.172 0.703

DGCNN-Mod [69]

Precision 0.574 0.317 0.621 0.991 0.952 0.571 0.722 0.872 0.825
Recall 0.424 0.606 0.932 0.920 0.002 0.324 0.006 0.284 0.907

F1-Score 0.488 0.417 0.746 0.954 0.005 0.413 0.011 0.428 0.865
Support 69,460 36,766 240,331 286,456 8420 285,485 20,542 14,790 475,446

IoU 0.322 0.263 0.594 0.913 0.002 0.260 0.005 0.272 0.761

Table 4.4 shows the metrics in the test phase for each class of the Trompone’s right
side. This table reports, for each class, precision, recall, F1-Score and Intersection
over Union (IoU). This table allows to understand which are the classes that are best
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discriminated by the various approaches, to understand which are their weak points
and their strengths (as broadly discussed in Section 4.1.1).

Finally, Figure 4.2 depicts the manually annotated test scene (ground truth) and the
automatic segmentation results obtained with our approach.

Figure 4.2: Ground Truth and Predicted Point Cloud, by using the proposed Approach
on Trompone’s Test side.

Segmentation of an Unseen Scene

In the second experimental phase, all the scenes of the first version of ArCH Dataset
are used: 9 scenes are used for the Training, 1 scene as Validation (Ghiffa scene), 1
scene for the Final Test (SMV). State-of-the-art networks are evaluated, comparing
the results with the DGCNN-Mod approach. In Table 4.5, the overall performances
are reported for each tested model, while Table 4.6 reports detailed results on the
individual classes of the test scene.

Table 4.5: Results of the tests performed on an unknown scene, training the network
on the others.

Network Valid Acc. Test Acc. Prec. Rec. F1-Score Supp.

DGCNN [68] 0.756 0.740 0.768 0.740 0.738 2,613,248
PointNet++ [65] 0.669 0.528 0.532 0.528 0.479 2,433,024

PointNet [34] 0.453 0.351 0.536 0.351 0.269 2,318,440
PCNN [67] 0.635 0.629 0.653 0.622 0.635 2,482,581

DGCNN-Mod [69] 0.831 0.825 0.809 0.825 0.814 2,613,248

The performance gain provided by the proposed approach is more evident than in
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previous experiments, leading to an improvement of around 0.8 in overall accuracy
as well as in F1-score. The IoU also increases. In Table 4.6, it can be seen that the
proposed approach outperforms the others in the segmentation of almost all classes.
For some classes values of Precision and Recall are lower than the original DGCNN.
However, DGCNN-Mod generally improves performance in terms of F1-score. This
metric is a combination of Precision and Recall, thus it allows to better understand
how the network is learning.

Table 4.6: Tests performed on all scenes of the dataset in terms of Precision, Recall,
F1-Score and Support of each class for the Test scene.

Network Metrics Arc Col Dec Floor Door Wall Wind Stair Vault Roof

DGCNN [68]

Precision 0.135 0.206 0.179 0.496 0.000 0.745 0.046 0.727 0.667 0.954
Recall 0.098 0.086 0.407 0.900 0.000 0.760 0.007 0.205 0.703 0.880
F1-Score 0.114 0.121 0.249 0.640 0.000 0.752 0.012 0.319 0.684 0.916
Support 54,746 37,460 71,184 182,912 2642 642,188 18,280 172,270 288,389 1,143,177
IoU 0.060 0.064 0.142 0.470 0.000 0.603 0.006 0.190 0.520 0.845

PointNet++ [65]

Precision 0.000 0.000 0.124 0.635 0.000 0.387 0.000 0.000 0.110 0.738
Recall 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.012 0.000 0.842 0.000 0.000 0.091 0.639
F1-Score 0.000 0.000 0.004 0.023 0.000 0.530 0.000 0.000 0.099 0.685
Support 52,866 49,826 88,578 161,741 3032 756,905 26,682 165,169 245,929 882,296
IoU 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.009 0.000 0.514 0.000 0.000 0.074 0.608

PointNet [34]

Precision 0.000 0.000 0.240 0.763 0.000 0.299 0.000 0.000 0.298 0.738
Recall 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.354 0.000 0.984 0.000 0.000 0.566 0.106
F1-Score 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.484 0.000 0.458 0.000 0.000 0.391 0.186
Support 51,280 46,836 85,920 155,271 2880 726,628 25,614 158,562 236,091 829,358
IoU 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.294 0.000 0.411 0.000 0.000 0.337 0.094

PCNN [67]

Precision 0.119 0.181 0.143 0.441 0.000 0.633 0.041 0.582 0.580 0.801
Recall 0.086 0.070 0.330 0.783 0.000 0.608 0.006 0.164 0.605 0.783
F1-Score 0.103 0.108 0.217 0.544 0.000 0.654 0.010 0.268 0.616 0.824
Support 52,008 35,587 67,624 173,766 2509 610,078 17,366 163,656 273,969 1,086,018
IoU 0.072 0.062 0.198 0.482 0.000 0.581 0.004 0.082 0.468 0.658

DGCNN-Mod [69]

Precision 0.288 0.391 0.270 0.798 0.000 0.729 0.035 0.707 0.806 0.959
Recall 0.107 0.157 0.173 0.806 0.000 0.868 0.010 0.692 0.810 0.940
F1-Score 0.156 0.224 0.211 0.802 0.000 0.791 0.015 0.699 0.808 0.950
Support 54,746 37,460 71,184 182,912 2642 642,188 18,280 172,270 288,389 1,143,177
IoU 0.085 0.126 0.118 0.669 0.000 0.655 0.008 0.538 0.678 0.905

Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.3 depict the confusion matrix and the segmentation results
of the last experiment: 9 scenes for Training, 1 scene for validation and 1 scene for test.
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Figure 4.3: Ground truth (a) and predicted Point Cloud (b), by using our approach on
the last experiment: 9 scenes for Training, 1 scene for Validation and 1
scene for Test.

Figure 4.4: Confusion matrix for the last experiment: 9 scenes for Training, 1 scene
for Validation and 1 scene for Test. The darkness of cells is proportional
to the number of points labeled with the corresponding class.

Results Analysis

This research rises remarkable research directions (and challenges) that is worth to
deepen. First of all, looking at the first experimental setting, performances are worse
than those obtained in the K-fold experiment (referring to Table 4.3). This is probably
do to the fact that the network has less points to learn on. As in the previous exper-
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iment, the results on the test set is obtained with the proposed approach, confirming
that HSV and Normals does in fact help the network to learn higher level features of
the different classes. Besides, as reported in Table 4.4 and confirmed in Figure 4.2,
it can be noticed that using the proposed setting helps in detecting vaults, increasing
precision, recall and IoU, as well as columns and stairs, by sensibly increasing recall
and IoU.

Dealing with the second experimental setting (see Section 4.1.1), it is worth to
notice that all evaluated approaches fail in recognizing classes with low support,
as doors, windows and arcs. Beside, for these classes it can be observed a high
variability in shapes across the dataset, this probably contributes to the bad accuracy
obtained by the networks.

More insights can be drawn from the confusion matrix, shown in Figure 4.4. It
reveals, for example, that arcs are often confused with vaults, as they clearly share ge-
ometrical features, while columns are often confused with walls. The latter behaviour
can be possibly due to the presence of half-pilasters, which are labeled as columns but
have a shape similar to walls. The unbalanced nature of the number of points per class
is clearly highlighted in Figure 4.5.

Furthermore, if the classes are individually considered, it can be seen that the lowest
values are in Arc, Dec, Door and Window. More in detail:

• Arc: the geometry of the elements of this class is very similar to that of the vaults
and, although the dimensions of the arcs are not similar to the latter, most of the
time they are really close to the vaults, almost a continuation of these elements.
For these reasons the result is partly justifiable and could lead to the merging of
these two classes.

• Dec: in this class, which can also be defined as “Others” or “Unassigned”, all
the elements that are not part of the other classes (such as benches, paintings,
confessionals, etc.) are included. Therefore it is not fully considered among the
results.

• Door: the null result is almost certainly due to the very low number of points
present in this class (Figure 4.5). This is due to the fact that, in the proposed case
studies of CH, it is more common to find large arches that mark the passage from
one space to another and the doors are barely present. In addition, many times,
the doors were open or with occlusions, generating a partial view and acquisition
of these elements.

• Window: in this case the result is not due to the low number of windows present
in the case study, but to the high heterogeneity between them. In fact, although the
number of points in this class is greater, the shapes of the openings are very dif-
ferent from each other (three-foiled, circular, elliptical, square and rectangular)
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(Figure 4.6). Moreover, being mostly composed of glazed surfaces, these sur-
faces are not detected by the sensors involved such as the TLS, therefore, un-
like the use of images, in this case the number of points useful to describe these
elements is reduced.

Figure 4.5: Number of points per class.

Figure 4.6: Different typologies of windows and doors. For the latter, their opening
has sometimes affected the points acquisition.

Generalisation ability on indoor scenes

The proposed approach was also tested with the indoor dataset S3DIS, in order to
verify its generalisation ability. The dataset contains point clouds described by spa-
tial coordinates and RGB values only. In order to use the DGCNN-Mod network,
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the author calculated the value of the normals vectors using the CloudCompare soft-
ware. Subsequently, the DCNN-Mod network was compared with its original version,
the DGCNN. In this way, it can be verified again whether the addition of additional
features, i.e. normals, results in better performance.

Table 4.7: Results of the tests performed on S3DIS dataset.

Network Train Acc. Test Acc. Prec. Rec. F1-Score Supp.

DGCNN [68] 0.974 0.705 0.698 0.705 0.667 1,126,400
DGCNN-Mod [69] 0.973 0.723 0.715 0.723 0.692 1,126,400

The networks were trained for 100 epochs, using 5 areas as the training set and
the remaining area as the test set. Table 4.7 shows the results in terms of Train Ac-
curacy, and then Test Accuracy, Precision, Recall and F1-Score. It can be seen that
the addition of the normals to the network improved performance in all the metrics
described.

Figure 4.7 also shows the qualitative results of the semantic segmentation relative
to the DGCNN-Mod. It can be seen that the predictions are very similar to ground
truth. The errors in the predictions mainly concern the most unbalanced classes.

(a) Ground Truth (b) Prediction

Figure 4.7: Test Scene of S3DIS dataset. (a) Ground Truth (b) Prediction of DGCNN-
Mod.

4.1.2 A mixed approach

This section describes several experiments performed with the ML and DL methods
presented in Section 3.1.2, included the novel mixed approach proposed by the author.
The experiment described in Section 4.1.2 regards the segmentation of the Trompone
symmetrical scene, starting from the partial annotation of the same scene. In the
second and third experiments, the training samples change according to the adopted
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classification strategy (ML or DL). Still, the same scenes are tested: SMV scene for
Subsection 4.1.2 and SMG scene for Section 4.1.2.

Segmentation of a Partially Annotated Scene

In this setting, the Trompone scene is initially split into two parts, choosing one side
for the training and the symmetrical one for the test. Then, the side used for the
training phase is further split into training set (80%) and validation set (20%). The
validation set is used to test the OA at the end of each training epoch while the eval-
uation is performed on the test set. For this test, 9 architectural classes have been
considered. Unlike the next experiments (Sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.2), the class “Other”
was used during the training as it could be uniquely identified with the furnishing of
the church (mainly benches and confessionals). No points from the class ”roof” were
tested, this being an indoor scene.

Original DGCNN uses its standard hyper-parameters: normalised XYZ coordinates
for the kNN phase and XYZ + RGB for the feature learning phase, with 1×1 m block
size. This latter parameter defines only the size of the block base, since the height
is considered “endless”; in this way the whole scene can be analysed and the lowest
number of blocks is defined. For the other DGCNN-based approaches it has been
used the Scaler1 pre-processing setting for the features, as it resulted to be the best
configuration among all the various tests performed. In addition, for the DGCNN-
Mod+3Dfeat network, the best result was achieved using Focal Loss function.

In Table 4.8, the performances of the state-of-the-art approaches are reported. As
it can can seen, the best performance in terms of accuracy metrics come from the
RF approach. In addition, the other approaches exceeding 0.80 of accuracy are DT,
DGCNN-3Dfeat, and DGCNN-Mod+3Dfeat, which all have in common the use of
the 3D features. It can, therefore, deduced that this type of features allows for an
improvement of the original DGCNN performances as they are very representative for
the classes under investigation.

Table 4.8: Weighted metrics computed for the Test set of the Trompone scene divided
into 3 parts: Training, Validation, Test.

Model Overall Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score

kNN [178] 0.7438 0.7337 0.7438 0.7345
NB [185] 0.6639 0.6406 0.6639 0.6364
DT [181] 0.8345 0.8313 0.8345 0.8312
RF [187] 0.8804 0.8796 0.8804 0.8754

DGCNN [68] 0.7117 0.7400 0.7117 0.7040
DGCNN-Mod [69] 0.7313 0.7344 0.7313 0.6963

DGCNN-3Dfeat [176] 0.8723 0.8705 0.8723 0.8676
DGCNN-Mod+3Dfeat [176] 0.8290 0.8271 0.8290 0.8215
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Finally, Figure 4.8 depicts the manually annotated test scene (ground truth) and the
automatic segmentation results, obtained with best approaches. From this visual result
it can be noticed again the issues with the class Stair (in green), and Window-Door (in
yellow) (e.g., in none of the approaches it has been possible to identify the door at the
center of the scene).

(a) Ground Truth (b) RF Prediction with OA 0.8804.

(c) DGCNN-Mod Prediction with OA
0.7313.

(d) DGCNN-3Dfeat Prediction with OA
0.8723.

Figure 4.8: Ground Truth and predicted point clouds, by using best approaches on
Trompone’s Test side.

Segmentation of an Unseen Scene, SMV

In the second and third experiments, as previously anticipated, the training samples
change according to the classification strategy adopted (ML or DL). Moreover, based
on the experience of [65], the class ”Other” is excluded from the classification, as the
objects included are too variegated and it would confuse the NN. The portion of scene
used to train the different ML classifiers consists of 2526393 points out of 16200442
points (approx. 16%) (Figure 4.9), while for the NNs 12 scenes of ArCH dataset have
been used according to the previous tests performed in [69].

Same state-of-the-art approaches as in the previous section are evaluated.
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Figure 4.9: Manual annotations used to train the ML algortihms for the Sacro Monte
Varallo (SMV) Scene.

In Table 4.9, the overall performances are reported for each tested model.
Original DGCNN is trained again using its standard hyperparameters. For the other

DGCNN-based approaches, the best results were achieved using:

• Focal Loss for DGCNN-Mod;

• Scaler1 pre-processing for DGCNN-3Dfeat;

• Focal loss and Scaler2 pre-processing for DGCNN-Mod+3Dfeat;

Table 4.9 shows that DGCNN-Mod+3Dfeat is the best approach in terms of OA,
reaching 0.8452 on the Test Scene, followed by the RF with 0.8369. The second best
approach, on the contrary, gets better results on these classes, while maintaining an
high average accuracy.

Table 4.9: Weighted metrics computed for the Test set of the SMV scene.

Model Overall Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score

kNN [178] 0.8102 0.8588 0.8102 0.8248
NB [185] 0.7331 0.7970 0.7331 0.7584
DT [181] 0.8041 0.8522 0.8041 0.8180
RF [187] 0.8369 0.8736 0.8369 0.8467

DGCNN [68] 0.5608 0.6850 0.5608 0.5602
DGCNN-Mod [69] 0.8294 0.8216 0.8295 0.8192

DGCNN-3Dfeat [176] 0.7890 0.7776 0.7890 0.7720
DGCNN-Mod+3Dfeat [176] 0.8452 0.8287 0.8452 0.8343

Figure 4.10 depicts the manually annotated test scene (ground truth) and the auto-
matic segmentation results obtained with the best approaches. It is possible to notice
that most of the classes have been well recognised, except for the Arch class in the
DGCNN-based approaches and the Door-Window class for the RF.
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(a) Ground Truth (b) RF Prediction with OA 0.8369.

(c) DGCNN-Mod Prediction with OA
0.8294.

(d) DGCNN-Mod+3Dfeat Prediction with
OA 0.8452.

Figure 4.10: Section of Ground Truth (a) and the best Predictions (b–d) of the SMV
scene. Please note that the point clouds deriving from the DL approach
are subsampled.

Segmentation of an unseen scene, SMG

As in the previous experiments, for the ML approaches ad hoc annotations have been
distributed along the point cloud (Figure 4.11), consisting of 3545900 points over a
total of 17798049 points (approx. 20%).

Figure 4.11: Manual annotations used to train the ML algortihms for the Sacred Mount
of Ghiffa (SMG) Scene.

In Table 4.10, the overall performances are reported for each tested model. Best re-
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sults have been achieved with RF, immediately followed by the DGCNN-Mod+3Dfeat
network. However, in this case, given the higher symmetry of the point cloud, if com-
pared to the SMV scene, the increase in OA when using the 3D features is lower, but
still significant. Results are consistent with the previous test and the most problematic
class is again the Door-Window, probably due to the dataset unbalance.

Table 4.10: Weighted metrics computed for the Test set of the SMG scene.

Model Overall Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score

kNN [178] 0.6078 0.6565 0.6078 0.6262
NB [185] 0.7186 0.7967 0.7186 0.7422
DT [181] 0.8952 0.9014 0.8952 0.8971
RF [187] 0.9266 0.9239 0.9266 0.9243

DGCNN [68] 0.8514 0.8528 0.8514 0.8474
DGCNN-Mod [69] 0.8951 0.8887 0.8951 0.8860

DGCNN-3Dfeat [176] 0.8736 0.8887 0.8737 0.8776
DGCNN-Mod+3Dfeat [176] 0.9135 0.9165 0.9135 0.9125

Finally, Figure 4.12 depicts the manually annotated test scene (ground truth) and
the automatic segmentation results obtained with best approaches.
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(a) Ground Truth

(b) RF prediction with OA 0.9266.

(c) DGCNN-Mod prediction with OA 0.8951.

(d) DGCNN-Mod+3Dfeat prediction with OA 0.9135.

Figure 4.12: Ground Truth (a) and the best Predictions (b–d) of the SMG scene.
Please note that the point clouds deriving from the DL approach are sub-
sampled.
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Results Analysis

The recap of the best OA achieved (Figure 4.13) highlights that the Random For-
est method is slightly better in the two almost symmetrical scenes of Ghiffa and the
Trompone church. In these cases, with manual annotation, it is possible to select a
number of adequately representative examples of the test scene, ensuring an accurate
result. The DL solutions, on the other hand, seem to work better in the non-symmetric
scene, thus showing a good generalisation ability. More generally, the results of DL
are satisfactory, as they demonstrate the achievement of OA similar to those of RF,
although the training set is partially limited, if compared to the others present in the
state of the art.

Figure 4.13: Overall Accuracy of all tests carried out.

Figure 4.14 shows the F1-Score, a combination of precision and recall, relative to
the single classes. In this case, the ML approaches outperform DL for some classes
such as Arch, Column, Molding and Floor, while the DL gives better results in the
segmentation of Door-Window and Roof. The remaining classes of Vault, Wall and
Stair are equally balanced between the results of the two techniques, with vaults and
walls leaning towards the RF and stairs to the DGCNN-Mod+3Dfeat.

Figure 4.14: F1-Score of the different classes for the SMV scene with the different
approaches.
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4.1.3 Point clouds generative approaches

This section describes the configuration for the generative approaches and discusses
the results of the various experiments reported in Section 3.1.3. The three generative
networks are trained using Window and Column objects from the ArCH dataset. As
described in Section 3.1.3, the objects are sub-sampled at 1024 points, then centred
with respect to the point (0,0,0) and normalized with values between 0 and 1. The
training was done by splitting the dataset as follows:

• 80% of the objects for training;

• 20% of the objects for the final test.

A part of the training was used as the validation set. The networks have been trained
using the hyperparameters configuration described in the related papers. The first
experiment performed concerns the training of generative networks. Table 4.11 shows
the comparison of the approaches in terms of JSD, MMD-CD and MMCEMD metrics.
The most satisfactory results are those obtained with PointFlow, which is the best
approach for the generation of columns object, by obtaining lower JSD. Mand both
MMD values. However, regarding windows objects, the two best methods for their
generations seem to be PointGrow and PointGMM.

Class Model JSD MMD-CD MMD-EMD

Column
PointGrow [80] 0.1941 0.0090 0.1352
PointFlow [81] 0.0820 0.0078 0.1228
PointGMM [82] 0.0929 0.0080 0.1421

Windows
PointGrow [80] 0.2588 0.0061 0.1030
PointFlow [81] 0.3014 0.0292 0.1613
PointGMM [82] 0.1704 0.0079 0.1052

Table 4.11: Results of the generative approaches.

The second experiment regards the classification performed with PointNet. The
results are shown in Table 4.12: even in this case, PointFlow approach turns out to
be the best generative method, as the classification accuracy for both SG and GS tests
remain congruent.

Model SG GS
PointGrow [80] 0.5733 0.9350
PointFlow [81] 0.7143 0.715
PointGMM [82] 0.6900 0.9200

Table 4.12: Classification accuracy using PointNet. SG: Training on ArCH Dataset
and testing on generated shapes; GS: Training on generated shapes and
testing on ArCH Dataset.
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From the results obtained, the PointFlow network has been chosen to generate col-
umn objects, while the PointGrow network has been used to generate Window objects.
Using CloudCompare software, it was possible to build 3 scenes containing these ob-
jects. To make the scene more realistic, portions of the wall were also added, so that
the objects could be positioned consistently. Figure 4.15 shows the scenes created
with the generated objects.

Figure 4.15: Scenes created by using generated objects.

Finally, these scenes are used to improve the training of the DGCNN-Mod network,
for the semantic segmentation task on ArCH dataset. As said previously, experiments
are conducted on the Trompone’s scene. Two different experiments are performed: the
first regards the training by using original dataset, while the last regards the training
with the ArCh dataset augmented by the generated scenes. Table 4.13 and Table 4.14
show the results in terms of Precision, Recall and F1-Score, for every class of the Arch
dataset. Performance of the DGCNN-Mod semantic segmentation on ArCH Dataset
without the generated scenes are represented in Table 4.13. On the other hand, the
performance of the DGCNN-Mod trained with the augmented dataset is shown in
Table 4.14.

These experiments show that semantic segmentation performance regarding column
class are improved. However, window segmentation has decreased. This is probably
due to the fact that in the ArCH dataset windows are included in the same class as
doors, because they are the classes with fewer elements. By increasing the number of
windows, the network probably has more difficulty in classifying door points. These
findings deserve a more detailed explanation. First, looking at the column class, it
is worth noting that despite the precision value is higher “without” than “with” the
generated scenes, F1-score and Recall increase in this latter case (see the compari-
son between Tables 4.13 and 4.14); such values provide comforting insights from the
author’s experiments, since they are meaningful and opens to future generalizations
of the method. This is not true for the class Door-Win, but the reason shall is that
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Object Precision Recall F1-score
Arc 0.2904 0.1268 0.1765
Column 0.9906 0.0856 0.1576
Molding 0.5074 0.1465 0.2273
Floor 0.9485 0.9051 0.9263
Door-window 0.0974 0.0467 0.0631
Wall 0.5867 0.2339 0.3344
stairs 0.0424 0.0006 0.0011
Vault 0.9177 0.7408 0.8198
Forniture 0.3484 0.9241 0.5060

Table 4.13: Results of the DGCNN-Mod semantic segmentation on ArCH Dataset
without the generated scenes.

Object Precision Recall F1-score
Arc 0.2284 0.4445 0.3018
Column 0.6692 0.2131 0.3232
Molding 0.4460 0.2488 0.3194
Floor 0.9159 0.9808 0.9473
Door-window 0.1207 0.0354 0.0547
Wall 0.6646 0.5773 0.6179
stairs 0.3583 0.1789 0.2386
Vault 0.9380 0.7460 0.8310
Forniture 0.5556 0.8286 0.6652

Table 4.14: Results of the DGCNN-Mod semantic segmentation on ArCH Dataset
with the generated scenes

this class is merged among two objects (namely doors and windows), while in the
benchmark dataset such classes were considered separately.

It is possible to obtain a further comparison through the graph of Figure 4.16. In
this graph, the comparison of metrics for the entire dataset is shown. The results
show that the accuracy of semantic segmentation has also improved thanks to the
inclusion of these new generated scenes. It is fairly straightforward to deduce the
motivation behind this increase in accuracy; data generation has been performed for
those classes with a lower number of points available, that is to say unbalanced classes.
Consequently, by balancing the dataset, the overall performances yield better results.
To the sake of completeness, the latest discussion is devoted to the generative model.
The PointFlow model will be the one to design future experiments, as it gains stability
for both SG and GS values. This means that the generator is able to reproduce the
object regardless of the type of training-test method (see Table 4.12).
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Figure 4.16: Comparison of metrics considering ArCH dataset without and with gen-
erated.

4.2 Change detection on a dynamic space

In this section, the author of this thesis reports the results of the experiments conducted
on SMART Dataset, using a novel Change Detection framework, described in Section
3.2.1. The performance of the fusion classifier is presented, with the performance
of the visual and textual category classifiers (based on the visual and textual feature
extractors) being the key indicators to the overall classification. For the experimental
analysis, the labelled dataset has been split into a training set and a test set. Each
classifier was trained solely through the training set, while the test set was used for
all test purposes. The considered dataset is split into two randomly selected sub-sets:
80% for training images and 20% for test images, accounting for all permutations of
overall, visual, and textual annotations.

The performance of the visual classification is reported in Table 4.15.
As shown above, high values of precision and recall can be achieved, especially for

pictures with Normal and Promotion visual content. The visual recognition of SOOS
pictures is more difficult, due to the smaller amount of training data available and
the fact that retailers pay more attention to the SOOS situation, trying to solve this
problem immediately when it occurs.

In Table 4.16, the precision, recall, and F1-score of the textual classification is
presented. The textual classification performance is mainly good, but lower than the
visual classification performance. While the classification of visual and textual image
content is equally difficult for humans, the classification of the text in the picture is
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Table 4.15: Performance evaluation of the visual model
DCNNs Category Precision Recall F1-Score

VGG-16 [90] SOOS 0.815 0.817 0.816
Normal 0.863 0.854 0.858

Promotion 0.891 0.899 0.895
MEAN 0.856 0.856 0.856

AlexNet [108] SOOS 0.796 0.799 0.798
Normal 0.821 0.833 0.827

Promotion 0.889 0.874 0.881
MEAN 0.835 0.835 0.835

CaffeNet [117] SOOS 0.809 0.771 0.789
Normal 0.808 0.859 0.833

Promotion 0.896 0.881 0.888
MEAN 0.837 0.837 0.837

GoogleNet [118] SOOS 0.820 0.814 0.817
Normal 0.849 0.859 0.854

Promotion 0.893 0.889 0.891
MEAN 0.854 0.854 0.854

ResNet-50 [119] SOOS 0.780 0.822 0.801
Normal 0.850 0.845 0.847

Promotion 0.918 0.874 0.895
MEAN 0.849 0.847 0.848

ResNet-101 [119] SOOS 0.848 0.792 0.814
Normal 0.831 0.888 0.859

Promotion 0.905 0.893 0.899
MEAN 0.858 0.858 0.857

much more challenging for machines, as it needs to be detected and recognised before
it can be classified. Comparing the different classes reveals that Promotion texts can
be better recognised than the other two categories analysed.

Table 4.16: Performance of the textual DCNN model, predicting textual content based
only on textual features.

DCNNs Category Precision Recall F1-Score

Character-level DCNN [197] SOOS 0.523 0.509 0.516
Normal 0.528 0.601 0.563

Promotion 0.796 0.707 0.749
MEAN 0.616 0.606 0.609

LSTM [207] SOOS 0.457 0.404 0.437
Normal 0.504 0.614 0.554

Promotion 0.767 0.714 0.739
MEAN 0.582 0.578 0.577

The performance of all classifiers is shown in Figure 4.17, in terms of F1-Score.
The average for both kNN and SVM reached the best performance for all possible
visual and textual feature extractors (see Figure 4.18).
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Figure 4.17: Performance in terms of F1-score for all classifiers
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Figure 4.18: Performance in terms of F1-score for all classifiers averaged over all vi-
sual/textual feature extractors

The application of kNN as a fusion classifier for modelling the visual features ex-
tracted from the ResNet with 50 and 101 layers and the textual features extracted from
LSTM achieved the best performance (i.e., F1-Score = 0.87). The proposed ROCKy
navigation system, based on customer behaviour heat-maps, was able to reduce the
surveying time by 45%. During the tests in two different stores, ROCKy was pro-
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grammed to only visit locations that more than 10 carts and/or baskets passed on a six
hours time frame for the heat-map data accumulation and a potential field navigation
method. ROCKy was able to navigate a 1,500 sqm store in 18 minutes and 52 sec-
onds with a total navigation time of about 34 minutes. The navigation system and the
resulting survey feedback are suitable for deployment in real conditions and can be
applied to larger retail environments with efficient results in terms of fast surveying,
high accuracy, and return of investments due to low cost solutions, all with respect to
human workers and inspections.

4.3 Person Re-Identification on a dynamic space

This section shows the results of experiments carried out with the Person Re-Identication
methods proposed by the author. Section 4.3.1 shows the results of the TVOW ap-
proach, trained with the TVPR2 dataset. Then, Section 4.3.2 describes the perfor-
mance of the temporal approach presented in Section 3.3.2, first finetuned with the
TVPR2 dataset and then inserted in the museum SeSAME system.

4.3.1 TVOW framework

In this section, the results of the experiments conducted using the TVPR2 dataset are
presented. Experiments are separated in two phases. First, the new TVPR2 dataset
is used to find the best combination of hyperparameters and backbone network. Sec-
ond, the best configuration is tested on a state-of-the-art dataset, namely the TVPR
dataset [151].

The TVOW approach is tested using the backbones of several state-of-the-art net-
works, pretrained using the ImageNet dataset, then fine-tuned on the TVPR2 dataset.
The chosen networks are:

• ResNet-50 [91], fine-tuned on Layer4, with 68,9 Millions of parameters;

• ResNext-50 [209], fine-tuned on Layer4, with 25 Millions of parameters;

• DenseNet-161 [210], fine-tuned on DenseBlock4 Layer, with 28.7 Millions of
parameters;

• GoogleNet [211], fine-tuned on Inception5b Layer, with 6.7 Millions of param-
eters.

The dataset used for testing is TVPR2. During network training, data augmentation
techniques, such as flipping, rotation, random crop and padding, are used.

The tests are carried out initially using a close-set configuration through the mean
average precision (mAP) metric and CMC curves. In the second phase, an open-set
environment is tested using various combinations of TTR and FTR values. The tests
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are repeated with a variable number of id. Networks are trained sequentially with 100,
300 and 1000 people from the dataset. The metrics used in this particular configuration
are the mAP and the CMC. Table 4.17 shows the mAP for each tested network. By
contrast, Figure 4.19 compares the CMC curves of every backbone for three different
ranges of a person’s IDS.

Model 100 persons 300 persons 1000 persons
ResNet-50 [91] 92,10 81,09 76,86
ResNeXt-50 [209] 93,30 84,23 78,74
DenseNet-161 [210] 91,56 79,20 69,08
GoogleNet [211] 75,54 54,58 41,00

Table 4.17: Mean average precision (%) for close-set configuration.

These results indicate increasing the number of people in the phase of training re-
sults in performance deterioration. In particular, the GoogleNet exhibited more diffi-
culty when learning and the largest deterioration with more people. The most stable
networks are ResNet and ResNext.

As shown by the CMC curves (Figure 4.19), the performances by ResNet, ResNeXt
and DenseNet are very similar. The rank1 exceeded 90%, indicating no particular
increase with higher rank. GoogleNet remains worst performing network.

As the the best results (on average) are obtained using ResNext-50 as the backbone
network (with retraining via fine-tuning on Layer4), this configuration is used for the
next comparison. The following tests are then performed to evaluate performance in
an open-set environment. In this situation, there are an unknown number of people
that the network has not used for the training. The objective of these tests is to judge
the ability of the networks to correctly identify already known targets while discern-
ing unknown non-targets. To do this, new state-of-the-art metrics have been chosen,
TTR and FTR values, already introduced in previous sections. The experiments are
performed by varying the number of targets, using 100, 300 and 500 people per trial.
For each of these cases, the author increases the number of non-targets by a percentage
value of 10%, 50% and 100% compared to the number of targets, as shown in Figure
4.20.

The first graph (Figure 4.20a) compares TTR and FTR values by using 100 targets
and 10 non-targets for testing. This graph indicates how obtaining a low FTR value
generally leads to a decreased TTR value. For an FTR value of 30%, the TTR is closer
to 100%, a situation caused by the positioning of non-targets in the feature space. For
a threshold of 30%, most of the non-targets’ features are far from those of the targets,
while going below 30% non-targets caused the targets to start moving closer and cre-
ating confusion. The TTR value decreased because the matching algorithm applied
a threshold on the distance, which considered all features beyond it as belonging to
non-targets. Regarding network performance, the results are clear: ResNeXt is more
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(a) 100 people.

(b) 300 people.

(c) 1000 people.

Figure 4.19: CMC curves for close-set configuration. The tests were repeated with
a variable number of ids: (a) 100 people, (b) 300 people and (c) 1000
people.86
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Figure 4.20: TTR and FTR value results for an open-set environment. (a) Test on 100
targets and 10 non-targets. (b) Test on 300 targets and 30 non-targets. (c)
Test on 500 targets and 50 non-targets. (d) Test on 100 targets and 50
non-targets. (e) Test on 100 targets and 100 non-targets.

robust than the others.

The graphs on the left of Figure 4.20 show the metrics variation when the number
of targets is increased while maintaining the percentage of non-targets. Figure 4.20b
compares TTR and FTR values by using 300 targets and 30 non-targets and Figure
4.20c compares TTR and FTR values given input of 500 targets and 50 non-targets.
The shape of the curves is similar to the case with 100 targets, but the values decreased
generally as the number of targets increased. This result is predictable as other met-
rics deteriorated for the same reasons. In the 500 target case, however, there is an
anomalous worsening of ResNext.

The graphs on the right of Figure 4.20 show the effect of increasing the number of
non-targets from 10% (Figure 4.20a) to 50% (Figure 4.20d) and 100% (Figure 4.20e).
The difference between the 10% and 50% cases is a slight deterioration in the TTR
value given an FTR value range between 10% and 20%. This difference is caused
by additional non-targets being positioned around the threshold values and being in-
terpreted as targets. Increasing non-targets from 50% to 100% produced practically
identical graphs, indicating the new non-targets were distributed in the same positions
as the old ones. This behaviour is due to the operating principle of the triplet networks;
in fact, they learn to cluster classes and this effect extends beyond learned classes to
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newly encountered classes. This important result demonstrates the strength of triplet
networks in an open-set environment.

Table 4.18 provides a comparison of the TVOW approach with other state-of-the-art
methods concerning person re-ID from a top-view perspective. TVDH is the method
of Liciotti [151] to extract anthropometric features through image processing tech-
niques, then training machine-learning algorithms for re-ID tasks. In RGB-D-CNN,
Lejbolle [153] started with a two-flow Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) (one for
RGB and one for depth) and a final fusion layer. Then they improved this approach
with a multimodal attention network called MAT [154], adding an attention module
to extract local and discriminative features that were fused with globally extracted fea-
tures. In another work, Lejbolle [155] presented a SLATT network with two types of
attention modules (one spatial and one layer-wise). Table 4.18 shows the results in
terms of CMC curves (rank-1, rank-5, rank-10 and rank-20).

Method/Rank r = 1 r = 5 r = 10 r = 20
TVDH [151] 75,50 87,50 89,20 91,20
RGB-D-CNN [153] 92,55 97,87 97,87 100,00
MAT [154] 94,68 97,87 97,87 100,00
SLATT [155] 93,62 96,81 97,87 100,00
TVOW [158] 95,13 98,03 98,75 100,00

Table 4.18: Test using the TVPR dataset to compare TVOW with other state-of-the-art
methods

As a final step, the TVOW approach are compared with the most recent state-of-
the-art approach SLATT [155], using the TVPR2 dataset. The test was made in a
closed-set environment with 100 targets. Table 4.19 shows results of this comparison
in terms of mAP and CMC curves (rank-1, rank-5 rank-10 and rank-20).

Method mAP r = 1 r = 5 r = 10 r = 20
SLATT [155] 90,18 91,30 93,77 94,08 95,30
TVOW [158] 93,30 94,02 96,68 97,12 98,55

Table 4.19: Testing using the TVPR2 dataset comparing TVOW with SLATT. Results
are based on mAP and CMC curves.

The proposed method, based on depth information, allows a person detection with
the minimum possible error, because the RGB and Depth frames are automatically
synchronized by the camera, both spatially and temporally. In this way, the author
can also remove the noise due to the background around the person (through the back-
ground removal phase) and then learn only the main features of the person itself.
Moreover, the use of triplet loss with hard batch allows to train the network in an effi-
cient way, because it increases the distance between the features of the sample frame
(anchor) and the frames of different people (negative), while it decreases the distance
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with the frames of the same person but in different poses (positive).

Figure 4.21: Examples of missmatched IDs for a visual analysis of the results. The
first column shows the RGB frame of the person in the test set (obviously
the relative depth frame is also given as input). The others show repre-
sentative images for the first 5 predicted IDs. The red box figures the
ground truth.

From these results, it is possible to evaluate which people were not recognised more
frequently and with whom they were confused. Figure 4.21 highlights four examples
of mismatched targets.

Finally, the author added a further test to compare the proposed depth-based method
of person detection with a state-of-the-art one: the Region of Interest (ROI) was ex-
tracted from the original frame by using a You Only Look Once (YOLO) detector,
trained only on the RGB frames. In TVOW approach, the phase of ROI detection has
been improved by using a threshold on the depth channel. From Figure 4.22, it is
possible to infer the improvements respect the two used methods. Using the YOLO-
based method, several errors are committed in person detection: the person could be
partially picked up, or shot differently on continuous frames; or even confused with
some objects (Figure 4.22.a). TVOW approach ensures that a height threshold is set
on the depth channel, so as to remove all the lower objects than people. Furthermore,
the detection will be done only on objects that have passed a certain limit area, to be
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sure that they are really people. Finally, using the depth information, the background
will be removed and only the person’s information will remain (Figure 4.22.b).

Figure 4.22: Preprocessing comparison for person detection. (a) Some incorrect de-
tections using YOLO. (b) Correct detections of identical targets using our
approach based on depth information.

4.3.2 A multimodal Person Re-Identification framework.

In this section, experiments carried out on the SeSAME framework will be described.
The first experiment concerns the choice of the best person re-ID system, exploiting all
the information available: the RGB colour channels, the Deph channel, the temporal
information given by the acquisition of videos with respect to the single images. As
stated in the previous Sections, the best approach is used for the multi-camera system
in museum environment. In particular, the proposed approach has to recognise people
detected by 6 different cameras, and then evaluate statistics regarding the behaviour
of the visitors inside the museum.

The first experiments concern 3D-CNN and 2D-CNN (with related temporal mod-
elling methods) tested on TVPR2 dataset. The performance of these networks are
evaluated in terms of mAP and CMC. The mean average precision (mAP) metric is
defined as the mean of the maximum precision as a function of recall values. mAP can
be used to measure accuracy in classification problems of ordered sequences. The cu-
mulative matching characteristic (CMC) curves indicate the probability of finding the
right match in the first n most-expected matches. The CMC curve metric is a common
metric in the evaluation of re-ID methods.

The implemented networks are the following:

• ResNet-50 standard, pre-trained on ImageNet (2D-CNN);
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• 3D ResNet-50, pre-trained on Kinectics (3D-CNN).

The networks are trained by using an Adam optimiser and a batch size of 32. The
test phase needed gallery and query sets for each person. The gallery was created
using the videos which contain first passage of the person under the camera (left to
right), while the query set was based on videos in which it is show the return to the
initial position (right to left). Each video was divided into many clips of fixed lengths
(T frames) before the shorter-length clips were increased by duplicating the frames.

First, performance was evaluated by comparing two different ways of fusing the
features extracted from the two networks – concatenating and summing them – af-
ter changing the encoding of the depth frames into false RGB colours by using JET
colormap.

Table 4.20 reports the results using the JET colormap for the depth channel and
concatenating the features extracted from both networks. Table 4.21 summarises the
results using the JET colormap for the depth channel and summing the features ex-
tracted from both networks.

Table 4.20: Results using the JET colormap for the depth channel and concatenating
the features extracted from both networks.

Model mAP CMC1 CMC5 CMC10 CMC20

3D-CNN 72.6 82.6 88.3 91.7 94.4
Temporal Pooling 74.2 82.7 90.3 95.2 96.6
Temporal Attention 77.9 84.2 94.6 97.1 98.8
RNN 73.5 80.4 91.5 93.9 95.1

Table 4.21: Results using the JET colormap for the depth channel and summing the
features extracted from both networks.

Model mAP CMC1 CMC5 CMC10 CMC20

3D-CNN 70.8 80.4 86.7 90.1 93.3
Temporal Pooling 72.1 80.6 88.1 90.2 94.3
Temporal Attention 75.9 83.1 90.8 93.9 95.0
RNN 70.5 81.3 85.5 89.3 93.8

This first part of experiments demonstrated the effectiveness of the feature concate-
nation respect the summarization one, both in terms of mAP and CMC values.

The second part regarded tests on the four temporal approaches to understand the
benefits of the multimodal approach, where both RGB and Depth information are
merged.

The experiments performed were based on the following idea. Initially, the tempo-
ral approaches were tested using only the RGB stream without the depth information.
Then, the results obtained were compared using both streams, RGB and depth, through
the feature-fusion method. These two tests were carried out by training the networks
with videos of 100 people and then validating them on another 100 people never seen
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by the network. This way allowed to verify whether the addition of the depth infor-
mation improved the performances of the networks, which use only the depth ones.
Finally, these trained networks have been tested on another 800 people never seen by
the network. This test prove the generalisation of the network on larger datasets.

Table 4.22 shows the results a dataset of 100 people for training and another 100
people for the test with only the RGB features. It can be infered that the Temporal
Pooling approach achieves good results both in terms of mAP and CMC curves.

Model mAP CMC1 CMC5 CMC10 CMC20

3D-CNN 27.4 24.8 37.0 48.4 62.0
Temporal Pooling 58.4 55.7 68.1 73.7 86.8
Temporal Attention 11.9 8.9 20.3 31.1 42.0
RNN 16.5 10.9 27.1 34.9 46.1

Table 4.22: Experimental results using 100 people for training and another 100 people
for the test. The approach only took the RGB stream as input without
using the depth information.

Table 4.23 shows the results of using both the RGB and depth features with a dataset
of 100 people for training and another 100 people for the validation. As it can be
noticed, depth information significantly improve the performances of the temporal ap-
proaches. Figure 4.23 shows the validation accuracy of all the temporal modelling
approaches on 1000 epochs of training. All the methods tended to converge to a spe-
cific value after 400 epochs. The results on the validation set show that the Temporal
Attention method obtains good performance in terms of mAP. However, it does not
performs well on accuracy. The Temporal Pooling achieves the best performance in
terms of CMC curves yet.

Figure 4.23: Validation accuracy of all the Temporal Modeling Approaches on the
training phase. (a) Temporal Pooling. (b) Temporal Attention. (c) RNN.
(d) 3D-CNN

Finally, the trained networks are tested on the other 800 person recorded in the
TVPR2 dataset, which have never been seen from the networks. The 100 validation
people were chosen to be very heterogeneous among them, to have an exhaustive
sample of the entire population, and thus discriminating different people carefully.
Table 4.23 shows that the Temporal Pooling approach reaches performances in terms
of mAP and CMC curves, hence demonstrating that this network generalised well on
a larger dataset.
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Table 4.23: Experimental results using 100 people for training and another 100 people
for the Validation. The approach took both the RGB and depth streams as
inputs. Finally these trained networks were tested on another 800 people.

Validation (100 People) Test (800 People)
Model mAP CMC1 CMC5 CMC10 CMC20 mAP CMC1 CMC5 CMC10 CMC20

3D-CNN 67.0 91.3 94.1 96.0 97.9 77.2 93.0 96.5 98.1 99.0
Temporal Pooling 68.0 94.7 96.7 97.2 99.2 81.6 98.8 99.4 99.7 99.7
Temporal Attention 68.3 74.7 82.5 85.6 89.6 78.6 93.1 96.4 97.8 98.6
RNN 66.7 90.9 97.5 98.5 98.7 75.6 98.7 99.3 99.4 99.6

Experiments on the Museum Dataset

The Temporal Pooling approach proved to be the best method for re-ID in a Top-
View configuration, with a multi-modal approach of RGB-D and Temporal data. This
network, pre-trained on the TVPR2 dataset, was adapted for SeSAME.

The network allows to extract the features of the people detected at the entrance of
the museum, generating a gallery of the incoming people. The camera system, thanks
to the same network, was able to detect the same people at the various entrances and
exits of the building floors. All this information was constantly sent to the final module
of the framework, which generated very useful statistics about the visitors.

Each day, the system generates information for each user, concerning: day of acqui-
sition; unique person id; all visited floors; entry timestamp; floor 1 entry timestamp;
minutes spent on floor 1; floor 2 entry timestamp; minutes spent on floor 2; floor entry
timestamp -1; minutes spent on floor -1; total minutes spent inside the museum.

From these information, SeSAMe can generate the following daily statistics: total
persons during the day; total persons who visited floor 1; total persons who visited
floor 2; total persons who visited floor -1; total persons who visited floor -1 and floor
1; total persons who visited floor -1 and floor 2; total persons having visited floor 1
and floor 2; total persons who visited floor -1, floor 1 and floor 2; average minutes
spent inside the museum; average minutes spent inside floor 1; average minutes spent
inside floor 2; average minutes spent in floor -1. This is all important information
that allows the museum to study users’ behaviour on the different floors, and to make
decisions in order to improve visitors’ satisfaction.

Figure 4.24: People detected for each day of the Museum dataset.
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Figure 4.24 represents people detected for each day: SeSAME evaluates the total
people and the people who visited each floor. The results show that the floor that
generated the most interest was floor 1, while the least interesting floor was floor -1.

Figure 4.25: Minutes spent by people for each day of the Museum dataset.

Figure 4.25 shows the graph of minutes spent by detected people for each day of the
dataset: the system calculates the total minutes and the minutes spent on each floor.
Even in this case, the results show that the floor that generated the most interest was
floor 1, while the least interesting floor was floor -1.

Finally, Table 4.24 shows the average values of the statistics concerning the persons
detected and the minutes spent, both in the museum and on each floor.

Table 4.24: Mean values of the statistics processed on the entire Museum dataset.
Statistic Museum Floor1 Floor2 Floor-1

People 112,27 77,4 51,2 20,9
Minutes 3453,9 2710 1458 1298
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Chapter 5

Discussions

5.1 Thesis Contributions

In this Section the author discusses and answers the research questions provided in
Section 1.2.

How can Computer Vision algorithms be applied to the different subtasks re-
garding Space Understanding?

As described above, there are a number of machine learning methodologies that
can be useful in solving various problems related to spatial understanding. The choice
of the right approach may depend on various factors, including time limits for data
processing, quality and quantity of data collected, and expectations to be met.

Starting from the simplest definition of space, i.e. seen as a static concept, the author
of this thesis proposed in Section 3.1 an approach based on semantic segmentation as it
is perfect for locating and defining all the physical entities within a scene. In addition,
the choice of data typology has fallen on Point Clouds because, although compared to
RGB images and videos they are slower to acquire and more expensive to save, they
have much more useful information than them. Therefore, in the static understanding
of space as a static concept, the time limitation of the acquisition will not be a problem.

Subsequently, the study of the evolution of a dynamic space was solved by moving
to different approaches, obviously not based on Point Clouds due to the limitations
described above. The author of the thesis proposed in Section 3.2 a new mixed ap-
proach between ML and DL algorithms for the Change Detection task. In this way it
is possible to save and identify over time the changes occurred within a space. Since
systems of this type need to save data over long periods of time, it was decided to use
simple RGB images as the type of data to be acquired.

Finally, for the study of the temporal evolution in the short term of the entities
enclosed within a space, the author proposed in Section 3.3 a new Re-Identification
approach useful both in closed world and in more realistic open world environments.
The choice of the type of entities to be recognised has focused on people, since they
are the most common and dynamic ones. In this case, since the time limit for saving
data is shorter than in the previous case, the author has chosen RGB-D videos as the
type of data to be acquired. They are a good compromise between advantages and
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disadvantages obtained from Point Clouds compared to simple RGB images, as they
are an intermediate type between them.

The integration of data of a different nature could help the understanding of a
Space, or the entities contained within it?

In Section 3.1.1, the author showed that in the Point Cloud Semantic Segmentation
task, the addition of further features than those usually used in the state of the art
allowed to improve the performance of the Deep Learning approaches. In fact, the
acquisition of point clouds, in addition to simple coordinates and colour information,
allows to obtain additional features such as normal vectors and other data related to
the materials of the acquired objects. These features proved to be very discerning and
therefore useful to segment a space into its various parts.

Furthermore, the author has verified in Section 3.1.2, that also handcrafted features
can be useful to better guide the learning of the neural networks. In Section 3.2, the
author has also shown that useful information can be extracted but of a different nature
with respect to the starting data, that is the extraction of textual features from rgb
images. Extracting these features and using them in conjunction with visual features
improved the performance of the proposed approach.

Finally, the most comprehensive experiment on intregation between data of differ-
ent nature was carried out in Section 3.3.2. In fact, the author proposed a new Person
Re-Identification method with good performance due to the integration between RGB
data, the depth D channel and temporal features extracted from the acquired videos.

Is it worth following the trend of using pure deep learning methods respect the
machine learning ones? Or could a mixed approach bring improvements?

As described in Section 4.1.2 regarding the Point Cloud Semantic Segmentation, the
author think that there is still no winning solution between the ML and DL approaches.
The OA of the best ML method and the DL one differs slightly. However, contrasting
results are highlighted if the classes are analysed individually, where approaches could
be chosen according to the needs. Both techniques have strengths and weaknesses. In
the case of ML, there is a customisation of the training set according to the scene to be
predicted, very useful in the CH domain, while for the DL there is the possibility of
cutting out the manual annotation, further automating the process. Another element
to take into consideration when comparing machine and deep learning approaches is
the processing time. If the ML pipeline is well defined, within the DL framework, it
is necessary to make a distinction between two possible scenarios which considerably
differ in times. In the first scenario, when an annotated training set is not available,
it is necessary to manually label as many scenes as possible (a very time-consuming
task), pre-process the data (e.g., subsampling, normals computation, centering on the
[0,0,0] point, block creation, etc.), then wait for the training phase from a few hours
to a few days. In the second scenario, it is possible to start from saved weights of
a network which had been pre-trained on a released benchmark (ArCH in this case),
and directly proceed to the preparation and test of the new scene, without any manual
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annotation phase. So, depending on whether one compares the RF with the first or
second scenario, the balance needle can tip in favor of one or the other technique. In
Figure 5.1, a comparison between the times required for the tests carried out in Section
4.1.2 is shown. It must be considered that ML tests were run on an Nvidia GTX 1050
TI 8 GB, 32 GB RAM, processor Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-1650 0 @ 3.20 GHz,
while for the DL an Nvidia RTX 2080 TI 11 GB, 128 GB RAM, processor Intel(R)
Xeon(R) Silver 4214 CPU @ 2.20 GHz was used.

Figure 5.1: Normalised comparison of times required for the different scenarios test.
NN (t0) represents the first scenario in which the whole dataset has been
manually labeled and the DGCNN-based methods have been trained on
all the scenes. NN (t1), on the other hand, represents the next scenario
in which it is possible to use the weights from the pre-trained neural net-
work and conduct directly the data preparation (feature extraction, scaling,
blocks creation, subsampling, etc.) and the final test for the prediction.

Finally, it is fair to state that the main drawback in the comparison between different
algorithms is the limited similarity of their pipeline. In fact, a proper comparison be-
tween algorithms would necessarily require the same input and/or output. As regards
the input, considering the different nature of the algorithms, this would mean giving
to the ML classifiers a huge amount of annotated data which would compromise its
performances, or viceversa training the neural network with a few data compared to
that required. For this reason, in order to analyse the best classification approaches
for heritage scenarios, the author preferred to use different training scenes for the ML
and DL input. Concerning the output, for the DL approach an interpolation with the
initial scene should be conducted for a comparison with the same number of points,
leading to a likely OA decrease. However, as the subsampling operation is mainly due
to computational reasons, easily solved in the near future with more and more per-
forming machines, the usefulness of the interpolation would certainly be reduced and
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become even pointless. Moreover, using different interpolation algorithms would in-
troduce a further element of error making the pipeline less objective and reproducible.

In general terms, the training time of classical ML techniques can be up to one
order of magnitude smaller; conversely, a small but noteworthy improvement in per-
formance could be witnessed for DL techniques over classical ML techniques, con-
sidering the whole benchmark dataset. In ML, hyperparameter optimization or tuning
is the problem of choosing a set of optimal hyperparameters for a learning algorithm.
Its value is used to control the process of learning. Instead, DL techniques have the
advantage of allowing more additional experimentation with the model setup. Using
DL techniques on a dataset of this size and for this type of problem therefore shows
promise, especially in performance critical applications. On the other side, the DL
model is largely influenced by the processes of tuning the structural parameters both
in computational cost and operational time. However, given that state-of-the-science
large-scale inventories are moving towards deep learning-based classifications, it can
be expected that in the upcoming future the growing availability of training dataset
will overcome such limitation. The feature engineering and feature extraction are key,
and time consuming parts of the ML workflow, since these phases transforming train-
ing data and augmenting it with additional features in order to make ML algorithms
more effective. DL has been changing this process and deep neural networks have
been explored as black-box modelling strategies.

Finally, a further comparison between these methodologies is described in Table
5.1, where pros and cons of both ML/DL methods are summarised. It was aimed at
opening a positive debate among the different involved domain experts.

Table 5.1: Comparative overview table with the key differences between the two pro-
posed frameworks in the CH domain. From low (*) to high (***).

Machine Learning Deep Learning

Training Set Size Dependencies * ***
Programming Skills * ***
Feature Engineering *** *
Algorithm Structure * ***
Interpretability *** *
Training Time * **
Hyperparameter Tuning *** ***
Processing Power and Expensive hardware (GPUs) ** ***

Are the proposed algorithms better than the standard algorithms widely used
in the literature? To answer this question it is necessary to consider the various tasks
into which the problem of Space Understanding has been divided.

Starting from Space as a static concept, the author initially proposed in Section
3.1.1 a new Deep Learning method for Semantic Point Cloud Segmentation. This
approach was tested in the Cultural Heritage domain using the ARCH dataset and
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compared with several state of the art approaches ( [34, 65, 67, 68]). The comparison
showed that the DGCNN-Mod network improved the average Segmentation Accuracy
by 8.5% on the test scene, compared mainly to the original network on which the
approach is based. The average Precision, Recall and F1-Score metrics also improved
by 4.1%, 8.5% and 7.6% respectively. The proposed approach also guaranteed a good
degree of generability. In fact, it was tested in Section 4.1.1 on the indoor S3DIS
dataset, obtaining an improvement in accuracy of 1.8% compared to state-of-the-art
approaches.

In Section 3.1.2, the author improved the proposed method by adding handcrafted
features, a loss function suitable for unbalanced datasets and data normalization tech-
niques. Here again, an exhaustive comparison with state-of-the-art techniques, both
Machine Learning ( [178, 179, 180, 181, 182, 183, 184, 185, 186, 187].) and Deep
Learning ( [68, 69]), was made. The tests conducted and the results described in Sec-
tion 4.1.2 show that the introduction of 3D features has led to an increase in OA, if
compared to the simple use of radiometric components and normals. This increase is
about 10% in the tests on the symmetric scene (Trompone church), while it is lower
(approximately 2%) in the tests run with different scenes as training and SMV or
SMG as tests. In the latter case, however, the introduction of the 3D features, associ-
ated with the use of the normals and the RGB features, has improved the recognition
of the classes with fewer points and which, previously, resulted with lower metrics
(for example Column, Door-Window and Stair). As it is possible to notice in [176],
for all the approaches, the worst recognised classes are Arch, Door-Window and, alter-
natively, Molding or Stair. This result is likely due to the fact that these are the classes
with the lowest number of points within the scenes. A similar conclusion can be made
for the introduction of the focal loss, which, with the same hyperparameters configu-
ration, has led to an increase of the performance for the Molding, Door-Window, and
Stair classes.

Then, generative methods were used as a data augmentation technique to coun-
terbalance classes with few points. The author selected 3 of the best state-of-the-art
networks for point cloud generation ([80, 81, 82]) and then compared the proposed
approach using first the original dataset and then the augmented dataset. The results
in Figure 4.16 show that the accuracy of semantic segmentation has improved thanks
to the inclusion of these new generated scenes. It is fairly straightforward to deduce
the motivation behind this increase in accuracy; data generation has been performed
for those classes with a lower number of points available, that is to say unbalanced
classes. Consequently, by balancing the dataset, the overall performances yield better
results. To the sake of completeness, the latest discussion is devoted to the generative
model.

In Section 3.2, the author propose a novel mixed Change Detection framework to
study the evolution of a dynamic Retail Space on long-period time. The approach
is part of ROCKy, a mobile robot system able to detect and map SOOS and PA
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in a retail environment. In addition to the identification of SOOS, PA, and mis-
placed items, ROCKy can provide information on promotions and discounts to the
customers. The proposed system could also be used to monitor warehouses and
run surveillance at night. The approach is able to learn a high level representa-
tion of both visual and textual content and achieve high classification performance.
The visual feature extractor was chosen by comparing different state-of-the-art im-
age classifier ([90, 108, 117, 118, 119] ), while the textual feature extractor was
chosen from the comparison between the two most widely used methodologies in
text classification (DCNN [197] and RNN [207]). The experiments conducted on
SMART Dataset have a rather high accuracy and demonstrate the effectiveness and
suitability of the approach used. The performance of the overall content classifica-
tion is higher (i.e., F1-score=0.87) than the performance of the single visual (i.e.,
F1-score=0.86) and textual classification (i.e., F1-score=0.61). The overall classifier
was chosen from the comparison between the most widely used machine learning
classifiers ([198, 199, 200, 201, 202, 203, 204]).

Finally, in Section 3.3 the author described a new approach for the re-identification
of people, i.e. to study the short-term temporal evolution of the most common entities
in a space. The backbone of the TVOW approach has been choosen by comparing
different state-of-the-art methods ( [91, 209, 210, 211]). The final approach was com-
pared with several state-of-the-art methods regarding RGB-D videos, in a Top-View
configuration ( [151, 153, 154, 155]). The results in Section 4.3.1 show that the TVOW
method achieves an improvement in Accuracy of at least 0.45% on the TVPR dataset
and 2.72% on the larger TVPR2 dataset. The mAP is also increased by 3.12% com-
pared to the state of the art. Subsequently, the approach was also tested in the open
word environment, using the TTR and FTR metrics. Although it was not possible to
make a comparison with the state of the art methods, as this is a very recent issue, the
results show that even increasing the number of intruders, the approach maintains a
high TTR rate.

5.2 Challenges and Limitations

Exploiting AI for the Space Understangind, in all its aspects, whether static or dy-
namic, comes with many challenges, including the variability of the data source, the
management of heterogeneous data, the purpose of data processing. However, the
more pronounced challenges related to application can be categorised as follows:

• Lack of available dataset: Regardless of the topic and/or the kind of data in the
training phase (given the assumption that DL models can be arranged to fit a spe-
cific task), there is sometimes a lack of available datasets in the literature to be
used as benchmarks. It is well known that ML and DL are data-driven technique
that perform better as the number of input samples increases. Some attempts to
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solve this problem have involved the generation of the datasets proposed in this
thesis: ArCH dataset [83], SMART dataset [120] and TVPR2 dataset [158].
Recently, generative models have proven to be effective for this task. Genera-
tive adversarial networks are an appealing DL approach developed in 2014 by
Goodfellow [222]. Generative adversarial networks are an unsupervised deep
learning approach in which two neural networks challenge each other, and each
of the two networks improves at its given task with each iteration. For the image
generation issue, the generator begins with Gaussian noise to generate images,
and the discriminator determines how valuable the generated images are. This
process proceeds until the generator development outputs. Generative networks
have been used to generate artificial images and videos as well as to generate
point clouds, such as those used by the author of this thesis (PointGrow [80],
PointFlow [81], and PointGMM [82]), in Section 3.1.3.

• Domain dependant models: When there is no all-in-one solution for every
task, each AI-based model should be chosen according to the task one is at-
tempting to solve. In other words, as AI improves, the need has emerged to
understand how to make such models effective, choosing them according to the
kind of data for which they have been designed. Integrating the knowledge
of domain expert into AI models increases the reliability and the robustness
of algorithms, making decisions more accurate. Some tests have been done in
Section 3.1.2 by the author, using hadcrafted features designed by experts in the
CH field. Moreover, the knowledge acquired for one task can be used to solve
related ones by transfer learning strategies. Transfer learning allows to leverage
knowledge (such as features, weights etc) from previously trained AI models
for training newer models and even tackle problems like having less data for the
newer task.

• Data preprocessing: Broadly speaking, spatial data have intrinsic features that
make them very challenging for DL, especially convolutional neural networks.
The reason for this is that AI is intended to use data that are ordered, regular, and
on a structured grid. This means that data should be ordered, and pre-processing
operations are still time consuming. Actually, this represents one of the main
bottlnecks, as it requires the presence of an expert for every single application
domain.

• Hardware limitations: despite the growing computational capabilities of better-
performing CPUs and the advances in distributed and parallel high performance
computing (HPC), the computational costs of the above-mentioned tasks remain
high. We are not still at a stage where the ratio between time/gained and re-
sources/spent is in balance, making the use of AI-based methods unhelpful at
times compared with time-consuming but more affordable manual solutions.
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5.3 Lesson Learnt

The AI-based solutions described in this thesis deserve some comments. DL tech-
niques are delivering a promising solution to develop smart systems and to make in-
novation at a rapid pace. The combination of ICT technologies offers a framework for
the understanding of any space and all that it contains, relying on different types of
data (spatial, visual, temporal, etc.) gathered from a complex infrastructure of sensors
and smart devices. Numerous challenges exist in implementing such a framework,
one of them is to meet the data and services requirements on AI-based applications in
terms of energy efficiency, sensing data quality, network resource consumption, and
latency. For these reasons, several innovative but independent approaches have been
described in this thesis, for solving the understanding of various aspects of a space.

For each of the aspects studied in this work, there were lessons learned. Firstly,
the proposed approach to understanding space as a static concept defined the point
that combining features of various kinds, whether raw or handcrafted, related to point
cloud acquisition can lead to improved performance of any Deep Learning approach.
The way the author designed the DGCNN-Mod network from DGCNN can be a start-
ing point to modify any more recent method for Point Cloud Semantic Segmentation,
regardless of the domain of work [223, 224].

In addition, the problem of unbalanced Point Cloud datasets in the state of the art re-
mains unchanged, especially in the CH domain. The approach proposed by the author
of the thesis in Section 3.1.3 may be the right way to solve this issue. The automatic
generation of 3D class object can revolutionize the Cultural Heritage domain in sev-
eral aspects. (H)BIM, given the uniqueness of CH objects, requires time-consuming
parametrization that are nowadays completely entrusted to human operation; the pro-
posed method opens up to great opportunities in terms of automatization. Moreover, as
demonstrated by the literature, one of the main bottlenecks towards the full exploita-
tion of DL methods for semantic segmentation is the lack of available and annotated
datasets. Again, the proposed method proves to be a robust alternative to manual and
time consuming manual labelling.

Secondly, the proposed Change Detection approach also leads the way to a new
methodology that is not common in the state of the art, in which visual and textual
features of the same acquisition are combined in order to obtain a final overall result.
Recently, more innovative approaches have been created concerning both visual and
textual feature extraction, including the OCR phase. It would be interesting to use
more recent image classifiers, such as EfficientNet [225], and the latest text classifiers
based on a recent concept called Transformer, like the T5 [226] developed by Google
or the innovate GPT-3 [227] proposed by OpenAI. Therefore, the approach is certainly
improvable in its single parts, but it remains an excellent global methodology to be
used for the Change Detection task with RGB images.

Finally, with regard to the Person Re-Identification task, the combination of differ-
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ent types of features (temporal, spatial and visual) led to better results than the state of
the art methods. Again, the same methodology which uses all this information can be
adapted to the latest state of the art approaches. Person Re-Identification in Top-View
configuration has several advantages, such as the possibility to avoid occlusions be-
tween entities in the space, but unfortunately it is not very developed in the state of the
art. For this reason, both the proposed approach by the author and the new acquired
TVPR2 dataset, will certainly bring several advantages to the scientific community
that would like to further investigate this field.
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Conclusions and Future Works

This thesis focused on the use of AI methods for Space Understanding in all its as-
pects. In fact, a space is not easy to describe and therefore should be studied by
breaking it down into sub problems. Even if each use case considered presents dif-
ferent features and needs, it has been possible to outline a common path for its global
comprehension. The studies were oriented towards understanding potentials and weak
points, from a multidisciplinary perspective.

Certainly, AI is thoroughly changing several application domains. Different types
of AI approaches were presented, covering the domain of Cultural Heritage, the world
of Retail and finally that of Museums. This thesis provides insight on new trends,
techniques, and methods for the global Space Understanding.

Chapter 1 portrays the concept of Space Understanding, starting from its definition
as a static concept, to its dynamic aspects and all that follows. Indeed, the temporal
evolution of both the space itself and the entities within it are aspects to be taken into
account.

With Chapter 2, a review the state of art about methods, technology and applica-
tions has been provided with a specific focus on the state of the art for Point Clouds
Semantic Segmentation task. In particular, for this field was analysed the methods
and techniques, also main paths that most approaches follow are summarized and
their contributions are pointed out. The reviewed approaches were categorized and
compared from multiple perspectives, including methodology, function and analyse
the pros and cons of each category. Then, a thorough survey of the literature related
to the use of AI for the detection of changes inside a space, and its methods has been
presented, with a particular focus on ML and DL approaches. Finally, specific empha-
sis has been given to re-identification approaches. In fact, this type of task allows the
temporal evolution of entities within a space to be defined and tracked. In particular,
approaches for person re-identification from a top-view perspective have been studied
in order to avoid occlusions due to crowded environments. The reviewed approaches
have been categorised and compared from multiple perspectives, pointing out their
advantages and disadvantages.

In Chapter 3, the author describes all the methodologies presented to solve the var-
ious tasks concerning all aspects of Space Understanding. The first approach deals
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with the semantic segmentation of point clouds, which is described emphasizing the
innovations compared to the state of the art, the new dataset acquired for the task, and
finally the metrics and experiments that have been carried out. Then, an innovative
method for the Change Detection task is described, based on the use of multimodal
information extracted from RGB images. Furthermore, emphasis is given to the var-
ious parts of this framework, as it is a mixed approach between Machine Learning
methods and Neural Networks. Also for this task, a new dataset was acquired. Fi-
nally, the last remaining aspect to be considered concerns the temporal evolution of
entities in a space. To solve this task, the author proposed a new temporal and mul-
timodal method for the Person Re-Identification. In this section it is emphasised that
the proposed approach performs well both in a closed world and in a more realistic
open world environment. A further novelty concerns the publication of a new dataset
of 1027 persons captured by RGB-D cameras.

Chapter 4 extensively describes all the experiments carried out, including the set-
tings of the hyper-parameters of the approaches and the tools used.

Chapter 5 outlines needs, bottlenecks and weakness points for each case study of
the thesis.

To conclude, it has been done the first steps in the description of a very complex
concept such as Space Undestanding. Furthermore, the introduction and release of
public datasets attract more colleagues from the AI community towards advancing the
state of the art.

It has been interesting to investigate the integration of different types of data to
solve the same problem, regardless of scope. Integration was tested in both semantic
segmentation of point clouds and person re-identification, from the use of handcrafted
features to the combination of spatial/temporal features. In addition, it was interest-
ing to test generative approaches as a data augmentation technique for unbalanced
datasets. The results are a starting point for the scientific community, which will cer-
tainly attract special attention.

This thesis thus paves the way for further research, in every considered aspect.
With regard to sematic segmentation, future research could concern the implementa-
tion of the same methodology designed for the DGCNN-Mod on even more recent
approaches. Back to generative approaches, it would be interesting to implemente
novel methods which could generate additional features, such as colours, to make
more realistic objects. Or, alternative approaches could be explored to counterbalance
the datasets, such as the generation of synthetic data [63, 64]. The proposed Change
Detection approach can be improved in its fundamental building blocks. Indeed, it
would be interesting to use more recent image classifiers, such as EfficientNet [225],
and the latest text classifiers based on a recent concept called Transformer [226, 227].
Finally, regarding the Person Re-Identification task, future works are focused on im-
proving the performance of the proposed approach by integrating more complex CNN
architectures. Incremental learning methods should also be investigated because could
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allows to enhance the online performance of the proposed re-ID approach.
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